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Ancient Egyptian Wiseman's Sayings regarding Importance of Taking Care of 
Woman 
- " If you want wisdom, you must love and take care of your wife….to enable 
her to take care of her home." 
- " Keep her as long as you are alive, she is the gift of God who replied your 
supplication and blessed you with her, and keeping bless causes God's love." 
- " Feel her pains before she agonizes……she is the mother of your sons, and if 
you please her, you will please them. If you take care of her, you will take care 
of them. She is a deposit in your hand and heart that you are responsible for in 
front of God at his temple you swore to be brother, father and partner of her 
life." 
This what Ancient Egyptian believed in. 
- " The consideration of Women Sector is not a deviation towards her, and not 
only because she is a citizen who has the same rights and duties, but because 
researches and studies approved that she represents the most deprived of 
education, health care, cultural services, vocational training, work 
opportunities and public participation despite of she is asked for hard work 
sometimes. In fact, a fifth of Egyptian families earns living 2depending on 
women that are deprived from most of their Citizenship rights." 
                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Mrs./ Suzan Mobarak /  Woman National Council – 1ST Conference,March 2000.  
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1.  Introduction 
Across History, the researcher can see that calling for woman's rights is a reaction of 
the social and religious bad traditions and habits that deprived woman of her rights 
and put her in a low position. This had been happened because human societies had 
governed with laws that man innovated not with divine laws. Those bad human laws 
divided society into classes where one class dominates the others. 
Even in Western societies, they practiced false democracy that deprived man from its 
real rights. 
In this study, we will show woman's position in old and modern . 
 
- Woman in Iraq and Parisian countries 
In the first Sumerian State “ 2400 B.C.” man was dominating , and woman had some 
rights such as property, inheritance and marrying with more than one husband at the 
same time. But these rights have been changed in the period of the second Sumerian 
State.  
And in Babel, according to Hamoraby's legislation, the husband had the right to 
divorce his wife when he wishes to do that. In addition, there were polygamy and 
prostitutes in temples to serve visitors and priests. 
In Parisian society, woman suffered from her low position, and there was an incest 
marriage system of sisters and mothers. 
 
- In India 
Hindus considered woman as a symbol of enticement and evil. Therefore, they 
degraded her and deprived her from right of ownership and inheritance. This position 
continued till the middle of fifteenth of the past century after modifying personal 
cases law in India when Indians realized that Islam gave woman complete rights 1400 
years ago. 
In old India, Saty creed prevailed where it burned widow after her husband's death as 
a symbol of faithfulness till the emperor Akbar Shah prevented that habit if it is 
against the widow's desire. And those who does not burn woman used to get widow 
live without marriage after her husband's death and eat fruit and flowers only to be 
minimize her body. 
Fornication had prevailed in those old times where women worked in temples as 
prostitutes to please visitors of the temples and priests as a religious tradition. And 
among many Indian tribes living at mountains, widow was treated as a common wife 
for brothers of her dead husband. 
 
- Old Greece 
Although ancient Greek society was civilized and cultured because of the old 
inherited civilizations of Nile Valley and Euphrates countries, woman's position was 
not better than her position in other civilizations. 
In Athens, Woman was under her father's guardianship till she marries. Father had 
the right to get his daughter married to who he chose. Woman was also deprived from 
education but music and dance , and any work that is relevant to her job as a wife and 
mother. 
In ancient Greece, women were divided into four classes: 
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- First Class 
 Housewives who were married and did not go out of their homes at all but at 
religious festivals only. 
 
- Second Class 
 Mistresses who had educated and cultured to sing, dance and please certain men 
and not all men. But they were not respected by society. 
 
- Third Class 
 Prostitutes who were widows and female foundlings who had no rights at all in 
society. 
 
- Fourth Class 
 Slaves who were women captured in wars and worked in service of families at 
houses, and they had no rights at all. 
But in old Spartacus, the woman's position was better than her position in Athens , 
where she was able to attend Sports festivals and had the right of ownership. In 
addition, she had the right to live ten years with her family for ten years before she 
moved to her husband's house. 
 
- In Old Rome 
Old Romans had been influenced by Greeks , therefore, they considered woman as a 
low position creature and put her under her father's or brother's guardianship. And 
after her marriage, she becomes under her husband's guardianship. She was also and 
still named after her husband's name in Western World and in some Islamic 
countries. According to British Encyclopedia, Woman in Old Rome was under Man's 
control except Nuns. According to Old Roman Law, Romanian Husband had the 
right to kill his wife if she committed fornication, and he had not been punished for 
killing his wife. As for financial aspect, woman had no right of inheritance, and her 
properties were under her father's guardianship before marriage, and after marriage 
she becomes under her husband's guardianship, who had the right to divorce or 
dismiss her and having her properties. But after times, family situation became 
different where fornication spread everywhere in Roman State and each of the two 
couple has the right to do what he wants to do. And this is the moral inheritance that 
is prevailed in Western Europe till today. 
 
- Arab Woman before Islam 
Before Islam, Arabs were many tribes that were fighting each other. There was no 
law to unify those Arab tribes till Islam emerged and unified those tribes and changed 
their social traditions. Before Islam Arabs used to bury female infant because they 
considered her as a sham. But after Islam, Arab woman became in a good and high 
position according to Islam traditions and ordains concerning woman as a daughter, 
wife and mother. Islam also forbids fornication and respects woman's position in 
society as equal to man. 
Although woman has proved that she has great part of leadership skills at the last 
years of the end of twentieth century, socialization methods and typical styles, in the 
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third world countries, that deal with woman, still assure the attitude of continuing the 
process of making decision confined to man to great extent. Therefore, woman lacks 
what may motivate her to participate in political life. It is known that woman does not 
represent a certain sector but it represents diversity concerning age, education level 
and geographical and professional attitudes. In addition, her interests and needs 
diversify. Therefore, it is important to adopt and formulate comprehensive and 
integrated policies that deal with all sectors of agencies and authorities concerned 
with woman through designing plans that aim at motivating woman to effective 
political participation. It is worth mentioning that religious inheritance “especially in 
Islam” declared the woman's right to own, inherit and enter into contracts without a 
permission from her guardian. Of such contracts, woman can perform or authorize 
others to perform a certain legal contract. Election voting right is considered one 
these authorized power of attorney whereas woman authorizes whom she votes for to 
express her opinion in the parliament. Moreover, to candidate to the membership of 
these councils, organizations and other social societies is  another true form that 
Islam granted to woman to practice her rights. 
 Because woman represents half of the present and all of the future, religions, 
especially Islam, gave her great interest as a woman, daughter, wife, sister and 
mother "proves of that the word "mother" is mentioned in the Holy Quran 23 times, 
the word "wife" is mentioned 16 times, the word "Women" is mentioned 37 times, 
the word "female" is mentioned 18 times, the word "sister" is mentioned 11 times, 
and the word "daughter" is mentioned more than twenty times". 1 
Islam granted woman all her civil and personal rights. She has all rights of owning 
money, buying and selling, will and gift. Ibn Algawzy said: " concerning  The adult 
and wise girl, her father has no right to conduct in her money against her consent. In 
addition , the father should not obligate her to spend little of her money without her 
consent." And there are many shapes of women participation in spreading Islamic 
creed such as their immigration to Ethiopia. If election is considered one of the 
special affairs of policy in Islam, women had participated in it since the first Aqaba 
election whereas Om Ammar, Nosaiba Bent Kaab, was one of those who attended 
                                                
1
  Abdelmonim Alhashemy, Women mentioned in the Holy Quran, Albatha Publishing House, Mansoura, 2202. 
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Aqaba night and declared their support to the Messenger “PBUH”. All these forms 
represent shapes of participation that Islam granted to woman. 
 But during different historical ages, events and conditions that affected Eastern 
societies, especially Arab society, the role of woman retracted socially and politically 
in society under the dominance of man. She became a subordinate to man in all social 
fields, and became dependent on him economically, ignoring her educational role in 
bringing up generations. She became at margin of participation concerning tasks that 
need effective participation, consequently she became deprived from practicing her 
national and political tasks and in governing authority without any objective reason. 
All these affairs collaborated with other psychological and ethical hurts during a long 
period, which are considered sufferings of woman and society as a whole, resulted in 
negative social situation of woman and she became the first and last victim. This 
social and ethical inheritance led to bad social habits transferred from generation to 
another. Although this subject takes great share of writing, analysis and study, the 
results are still lower than the prospected level or at least lower than real practices in 
fact. 
 Because woman empowerment and improving her condition in society at all 
political, economical, social, cultural, health and educational fields are considered the 
base of sustainable development and promoting society, Egypt now lives an 
important stage whereas woman participation did not become related to social, 
political and economical equality only, but this participation became a vital necessity 
to achieve development and equilibrium. Although the gains that woman attained 
lately, the ratio of registering women in election schedules are still lower than the 
prospected level. Egypt now in an important historical stage and Egyptian woman 
became asked everywhere of positive and effective political participation and to be 
more responsible than any other past time. Woman participation is vital to achieve 
the prospected progress, and this study will try to show that. The study is divided into 
two Categories, each includes many chapters  
  
Egypt      
01/12/2006 
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2. Problem of the study 
Woman evaluation is not isolated from society one, woman can not obtain evaluated 
rights in a society that does not consider her rights and rejects them. Therefore, 
woman's struggle to obtain her rights is a part of her struggle to evaluate society, 
change its concepts and resist its thoughts that do not express spirit of the age and 
contrast with message of religions. 
 Ancient Egyptian respected woman's position and kept her role on equal foot 
with man, and history recorded names of Egyptian Queens and famous women such 
as Hatshebsout, Nefertari, Neferteti, Cleopatra and Shagarat-Aldor. At present, 
woman, in Egypt, represents 27% of employees of Diplomatic field, whereas woman 
enjoyed all her political rights since 1956 and became a minister in all Egyptian 
Governments 40 years ago. 2  
 Woman has got her political rights according to 1956 Constitution, but stating 
these rights was not accompanied with real practice or participating by woman in 
public life, especially to candidate to parliamentary councils and voting because of 
the values and traditions prevailed in society and woman's economical and social 
circumstances. 3  
 Woman has got many gains during little years, which she waited for many 
years, in many vital issues. Lately, the first Egyptian female judge has been 
appointed, legal amendment has been issued which dealt with Personal Affairs Act 
modification, modification of Nationality Act has been occurred to achieve equality 
to sons of Egyptian woman, Family Courts Act has been issued and Family Insurance 
System Act. Moreover, modification of divorced expenditure Act and Act of right of 
mother as children guardian. In addition, Nongovernmental Organizations New Act 
has been issued, Human Rights National Council Act has been issued, and issues of 
woman have been included in all phases of national plan for economical, social and 
human development. The  Woman National Council has been established.  
                                                
2
 Fadel Alsafar, Democratic Government, Foundations and Methods, Almohagaba Albaida, Beirut, First Edition, 1997, 
Page 54. 
3
 Badran, Woman and Parliament Election 1995, Faculty of Economy and Political Sciences, Cairo University, 1996, 
p.7. 
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 But the problem seems evident and complex in the developing societies where 
the governments encounter great number of challenges, retardation problems, lacking 
of political awareness as a result of illiteracy, low standard of living, customs and 
traditions, the most eminent of which is the opposition of woman freedom and her 
political participation which scatters the state efforts among economical, social and 
political development. There was a vital result that prevailed these societies where 
economical development obtained all consideration at the expense of social and 
political development because it was considered the vital approach. This problem is 
evident in Egypt which required the civil society organizations such as political 
parties, syndicates, women clubs and local councils to interfere with effective role to 
develop political awareness of woman especially rural woman because she is 
considered half of society and main partner in the development process.4  
 Now, efforts of woman empowerment and support, through democratic 
practice and development at all levels, work to execute serious policies that 
encourage political participation with its different shapes. The current changing 
situation gives us a hope of more political reformation and deepening democratic 
practices for woman through legal framework that became more evaluated through 
cooperation among all legal institutions concerned with woman position. Many 
efforts have been done to develop woman's political, economical and social position 
through establishing institutions of achieving prospected objectives of reformation, 
and eliminating obstacles and discrimination aspects against woman.  
 Hence, many professions and occupations took in their consideration this vital 
issue of woman participation in political process and empowering her socially, 
economically and politically. Because profession of social work depends on direct 
communication with all society different sectors, for the sake of achieving the best 
situation of society stability, the current study will try to discuss the issue of Political 
Awareness Development of Rural Woman and put a scheme for interfering to achieve 
this awareness, in addition to the procedures and required skills to support and 
develop political awareness of rural woman. Consequently, the study is confined to: 
                                                
4
 Mohammed Abdelhady, University Youth Attitudes Twards Political Participation, First Scientific Conference, Social 
Work Faculty, Helwan University, 1987, p. 787. 
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 Political  Awareness of Working Rural Woman from the perspective of the Social 
Work  in Egypt 
 
3.  Importance of the study 
The importance of the study is represented as follows: 
1- dealing with vital issue that the state considers it. It is developing and 
increasing political awareness of working rural woman. 
2- Political side is considered the main point in process of woman empowerment 
economically and socially. Consequently, this study comes in framework of 
supporting efforts of woman comprehensive development in all fields.  
3- The state and society institutions concern with woman issues and problems 
which is represented in establishing Woman National Council. 
4- Lately, many authorities of supporting woman have been established which 
created the necessity of true database on factors of political awareness 
development of woman, and this study considers this interest. 
5- Population of Arab Republic of Egypt reached 70 Millions in January, 2006 
with natural increase rate of 1.94% according to The General Agency of 
Mobilization and Statistics. The General Agency for Mobilization and 
Statistics refers that females in Egyptian society represents half of A.R.E. 
population whereas the estimated number of females in January 2006, is about 
34.18 millions with a ratio of 48.83% of total population number.  
6- Hence, lack political awareness of a sector representing half of society 
population, hinders the society affairs, in addition to inefficient plans of 
developing society affairs which may waste opportunities of achieving best 
levels of development.  
 
4.  Objective of the study 
The main objective of the study is represented in: 
"Deducting of political motive relevant to rural working woman position in the 
countryside". 
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1- To increase political awareness of rural working woman according to proper 
scientific estimations.  
2- To increase woman awareness and realization of problems of her political 
participation absence to empower her to practice and play her role correctly in 
the society. 
3- To discuss incorrect and illogic ideas that prevent woman from political 
participation. 
4- To illustrate the society attitude to erase incorrect believes, habits and 
traditions that hinder woman political empowerment.  
5- To demonstrate the political concepts that are used by people around woman's 
position, whether they are words and their indications or methods and their 
dimensions. 
6- To collect accurate data and information about rural woman's position and her 
needs to be used in guiding decisions and practices that are concerned with 
woman.  
 
5.  Concepts of the study 
The current study dealt with a group of main concepts and secondary ones that are 
relevant to them, such as: 
 
1- Policy Concept 
Policy is an equivalent to the Arabic word "Seyasa". In Arabic Language, the 
derivations of Policy are "Sasa , Yasouso ,  and Seyasa". Originally this word in 
Arabic means that providing food, drink, cleaning and drink to the animal or the 
person that is under the control of another person. And this is may be the origin of the 
word policy “Seyasa” as it is used in the same meaning today concerning governing 
people. 5  
Political Sciences Encyclopedia, issued by Kuwait University, defines Policy as: 
"The art of managing human society". 
                                                
5
  Tag Alarous, Sawas derivations, Dar Sader Edition, Beirut, p.169. 
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Kamel Lexicon defines Policy as: "Policy is relevant to governing and managing the 
civil society".  
Social Sciences Dictionary defines Policy as: "Human actions that are related to 
starting or ending conflict for the sake of public welfare which includes using power 
or struggling to obtain it". 
But Legal Dictionary defines Policy as: "Principles or art of managing public affairs". 
6
 
Policy also is defined as a group of obligatory decisions that are taken by 
governmental institutions in the state to achieve certain tasks in a certain period with 
certain methods.  
Or it can be defined as the general framework that guide the individuals behavior and 
organizations to achieve hopes based on values extracted from general principles that 
express the society ideology. 7  
There are also some concepts and idioms relevant to this concept, such as: 
 
2- Political Awareness: 
This concept is considered as an important one in many of human sciences such as 
Philosophy, Psychology, Sociology, Policy and Social Work. Linguistically, this 
concept refers to "values and correct realization". Idiomatically, this concept refers to 
"To govern people and to consider public affairs, governing matters and countries 
relations with each other. While Awareness is defined as "an intellectual attitude 
enables individual to realize himself and the environment in different levels of 
clearness and complexity. " 8  
 
3- Political Socialization: 
"It is the awareness of rights, duties, special and public issues and devoting values. Its 
tasks are health, political, economical and environmental development".9  
 
                                                
6
 Political Sciences Encyclopedia, Kuwait University, Kuwait, p.102. 
7
 Hassan Saab, Policy Science, Science for Millions House, Beirut, p. 84. 
8
  Ibrahim Madkor and others, Social Sciences Dictionary, Book General Association, Cairo, pp. 644/645. 
9
  Hassan Saab, Previous Reference, pp. 84/86. 
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4- Political Participation: 
It is those administrative activities that are performed by society members to elect 
their governors and representatives and to participate in making decisions and 
policies directly or indirectly.10 
 
5- Political Development: 
Dr. Saad Eldin Ibrahim defines Development as: The growth of all possibilities and 
hidden energies of certain identity completely and in an equilibrated manner whether 
this identity was an individual, a group or society.11  
 
6- Working Woman: 
Work labor is this physical and intellectual activity that is performed in the actual 
field to achieve utility.12 
 
7- Social Work: 
Max Siporin , 1975, defines Social Work as: it is a method practiced by social 
institutions to help people to be protected from social problems or treating these 
problems and supporting people's social functions. And as a profession, it is 
performed by institutions that present human services, technical techniques and 
scientific methods to achieve social tasks.13 
While Annual Book of Social Work in 1954 defines Social Work as: it is a 
professional service introduced to people to help them as individuals and groups to 
achieve standards of living appropriate to their desires and abilities in accordance 
with those ones existed in the society.14 
And Ali Eldin Elsayed, 1996, defines Social Work as: specialized profession 
depends on scientific and skillful foundations that aim at development and investing 
                                                
10
  Alsayed Alhosany and others, Studies in Rural Development, Anglo Bookshop, Cairo, 1974. 
11
 Saad Eldin Ibrahim, Development in Egypt, Third International Conference, First Volume, Social Researches, Ain 
Shams University, Social Sciences National Center, 1978, p. 320. 
12
 Khalid Alhazemy, Islamic Education Principles, Beirut, P.172. 
13
  Ali Eldin Elsayed, An approach to Social Work, Ain Shams University, Cairo, 1995, P.96. 
14
  Social Work Year Book, American Association of Social Workers, New York, 1954, P. 506. 
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abilities of individuals, groups and social organizations to support better social life 
appropriate with social development objectives and fixed religious believes.15 
                                                
15
  Maher Abo-Elmaaty Ali, Social Work and Local Administration, Cairo, 1999, p.30. 
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1.  Introduction 
The important reason of hindering development in Arab Countries in general is 
denying the woman issue and role in the development process. This problem does not 
concern woman only but it is considered as a central issue in evaluation and true 
development. Therefore, it is considered as main social issue that illustrates the 
society problem originally, and there is a need to search and study it and suggesting 
solutions for it.  
 The main formula is how can we achieve development through participation of 
women and men of all ages and classes in both urban and rural regions. Human 
development means continuous movement towards promoting status of human 
beings, groups and individuals, men or women to high levels situations of human 
existence which will lead consequently to acquiring knowledge. In the present age, 
we can say that freedom, justice and human dignity are the human and ethical 
purposes that humanity try to achieve through knowledge. 
There are many official efforts done towards pushing woman to participate in public 
field and development in all fields through issues of giving-birth health, family 
planning and social kind. To be able to put plans and policies to support woman's 
issues we need accurate data and information from social reality that Egyptian 
woman live. This leads to the importance of this scientific study because it presents 
accurate data and real information about the needs and issues of rural woman form 
social type prospective to be utilized in development plans, i.e. putting woman issues 
in general policies and development programs because woman is considered as basic 
component of these policies and programs, and according to sociological fact which 
indicates that individuals development and evaluation require realizing real situation 
of individuals life. 
Woman Position in Europe since twelfth century till end of Renaissance 
 
- Pre-Renaissance Age 
In the twelfth century, all of Europe embraced Christianity, and Rome became under 
the domination of Pope who has religious and secular power in the name of Christ as 
his successor on Earth. Europe from Spain in the West to Bezantine in the East, and 
from Sweden in the North under the domination of Christian Popes. 
In Europe , there was a political weakness therefore, Pope dominated all affairs of 
life. But after policy became strong enough, Popes had only the religious power on 
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men of Christianity since the beginning of the twelfth century. The church forced 
singleness on its in-service priests and abandoned marriage, and woman. The church 
prevented women to attend education at the religious institutions after transferring 
education into these religious institutions only. The church permitted only primary 
education for women. This situation led to make woman's role limited and she could 
not practice many professions. In addition, she became deprived of her right to inherit 
and males dominated all positions and professions. Therefore, women struggled 
much to gain their rights in Europe such as Elinor Aquaity “1122 – 1204” in France 
who established educational religious institutions. And Gadfega in Poland “1371 – 
1399” who established Krakoufy University and turned into political and military 
leader in her society. 
Women of artisans too made female professional collaborations to struggle for the 
sake of women's social and political rights. All these situations led to spreading the 
new ideas that equaled between women and men in all rights and responsibilities. 
Since the thirteenth century, the Church defied them and accused them of many 
accusations such as magic and heretics and put many of these women in prison. This 
situation lasted in Europe since the thirteenth century “1258” till the eighteenth 
century. Others defeated women through neglecting her and declaring the man's 
supremacy on her. Therefore, she became deprived from her legal, social and political 
rights as a member in the society. Therefore, she can not manage properties unless 
she has a husband, brother or father. 
 
- Renaissance Age 
In Renaissance Age, there was a collaboration between Church and Rich class to 
deprive women from their rights in France. In the sixteenth century, woman had no 
power but her power is related to her husband's consent otherwise her dealings and 
signatures are invalid. In England, the same bad situation of women prevailed where 
a decree had been issued in 1547 to deprive women from their right to collaborate 
and they should be kept by their husbands in homes. 
The male attitude prevailed in Europe and women had been deprived from any rights 
at all. For example, female artists could not sign their creative works with their names 
but with the names of their fathers, brothers or husbands. Therefore, we can not today 
distinguish between works of the female artist "Mary Van Aic"  “1390 – 1440”and 
the works of her brothers. 
But many great women appeared in Europe who struggled much to gain women's 
rights such as Ezabela who ruled Spain “ 1451 – 1504” and Elizabeth I “1533 – 
1603” who established the greatness of Britain since four centuries. In addition, there 
was Jane Dark “ 1412 – 1432” who led army in France's wars against England. 
 
2.  Aspects of woman involvement in Egyptian modern life: 
Women development, during its long age which is a century and a half, was related 
with social issues resulted in progress necessities. When Mohammed Ali began 
establishing Modern Egypt, the process of establishment related to the necessity of 
modernizing society and educating woman to serve the state. Therefore, a school of 
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midwives “1248 A.H. – 1832 A.D.” to graduate grannies or what is known now 
feminine diseases medicine. 
- In 1289 A.H. – 1872 A.D. Refaa Altahtawy published a book entitled "The 
Truthful guide for girls and boys" in which he discussed the issue of girl 
education. Moreover, wife of Khedive Ismail supported establishing a school 
for girls in Egypt “1290 A.H. – 1873 A.D.” which was called "Alseufeia" 
school which included 286 young girls after 6 months of its opening. 
- Woman supported education for all issue to develop the society. A woman 
granted her jewels to establish a nongovernmental University “Cairo 
University now” and endowed cultivated lands to spend on constructing the 
university. And in 1347 A.H. – 1928 A.D., Woman joined the Egyptian 
University. 
- Woman education continued till the governmental schools number for girls 
became 232 in “1365 A.H. – 1945 A.D” containing 44319 girls. 
- Woman played an important role to push Feminism movement through 
participating in International Conferences by sending a delegation to attend the 
International Feminism Conference in Roma 1923. 
- Woman's revival has continued whereas a Feminine Journalism has been 
established that defend feminine issues and woman's rights against retarded 
traditions. The first Egyptian magazine was "The girl" which has been 
published and issued on 20th July 1892 in Alexandria and was followed by 
another magazine which was called "Alraihana". 
- Woman seek to establish political parties to defend her issues such as 
"Egyptian Women Union Party" which issued in 1925 a newspaper called 
"Egyptian" in Arabic and English. In 1942, Feminism National Party had been 
founded which advocated with accepting women in all jobs of the state. 
Moreover, "The Nile Daughter" party had been founded in 1949 by supporting 
of English Embassy. In addition, in 1924, Arab Feminism Union had been 
founded. 
- In 1919 Revolution, Feminism positive participation was the first in Egypt's 
modern history, whereas demonstrations began in March 1919. on 14th March 
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1919, two feminine martyrs died during the demonstration, they were Mrs. 
Hameda Khalil and Mrs. Shafeka Mohammed during their opposition to 
Milner Committee and supporting the revolution leader Saad Zaghloul. In 
addition, there were meetings that were held by women, such as that meeting 
that held in Morchous Church on 12/12/1919 to encounter English occupation's 
trial to set up riot between Egyptian Muslims and Christians. In 1920, Alwafd 
Party's Ladies Central Committee had been formed under the head of Mrs. 
Huda Sharawy. The struggle continued especially during Palestine war in 1948 
which consolidated the concept of woman participation in all political, 
economical and social fields of life. In 1956, woman has got the right of 
election and entered the parliament and assumed the Ministry of Social Affairs 
in 1962. The woman participated in all parties, syndicates, organizations, jobs 
and lately she assumed the judge position.16  
Feminism movement passed many stages, first it was a movement and local requests 
then it developed and became national and international movement defending the 
principle of equality between man and woman in rights and duties and her right to 
participate in managing the affairs of her society and spreading security and peace all 
over the world. 
Economical change, woman's labor, increasing opportunities of jobs, woman's 
education and issuing of human rights treaties were the first factor that put woman's 
issue at the top of world priorities. While progress in Biology, Pharmacology and 
medicine which permitted woman to control giving birth was the second factor that 
pushed woman's issue to the top of the world's priorities. A new intellectual attitude 
appeared which assured woman's role in the development process and her productive 
role beside her social role as a mother. Workers in the field of woman development 
indicated that fanaticism against woman leads to exclude her as participant in 
production and development.  
At that period, United Nations held many conferences that entitled "Woman and 
Development", one of which was the First International Conference held in Mexico 
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Dar Almostaqbal Al-Arabi, 1999, p.15. 
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in 1975, and the United Nations declared that seventieth decade of the 20th century is 
the woman's decade. At that stage, International Treaty of demolishing discrimination 
against woman had been declared. Moreover, Woman Development Fund had been 
established and Center of Woman Training and Studies  had been established too 
which are belonging to the United Nations. In 1980, the United Nations held the 
Woman International Conference in Copenhagen under the logo “equality – 
development – peace”. The report of the International Conference, held in Rio De 
Ganero in Brazil in 1992, assured the importance of equality between woman and 
man and the necessity of raising the labor burden that woman perform inside and 
outside home. 
Vienna declaration in 1993 assured equality between woman and man and urged 
United Nations to push the member countries to sign the treaty of discrimination 
annihilation against woman. The report of the International Conference of Population 
and Development held in Cairo 1994 contained a whole chapter “4” entitled equality 
between two genders, justice and woman empowerment.17 Equality, development and 
peace were the watchwords of the international plan that began by holding Woman 
International Conference in Mexico in 1975. While the Fourth International 
Conference held in Peking in 1995 was a big change whereas it concentrated on the 
integration of woman's human rights, her participation in taking public decisions and 
opposing to feminine poverty. The use of social gender concept spread as a 
framework to discuss all woman's issues. Although, efforts indicate to some aspects 
of justifying woman, especially through legislations and constitutions, violence 
actions increased and spread in the societies. Therefore,  The General Assembly 
discussions at the special meeting of the United Nations General Assembly held in 
New York in 2000, indicated that there is a cohesive relation between concepts of 
woman empowerment and her human security. The human security has been widened 
to include providing food, shelter, health, education, violence eradication, protection 
during armed conflicts, democracy and respect of human rights. The discussions also 
assured the government role in providing human security, human rights protection, 
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role of laws and international efforts to decrease armed conflicts and civil society role 
as a partner in providing human security. 
Starting from the believes of International Feminism Movement and International 
Society of  the importance of providing human security for woman as a basic 
condition to empower her to perform her roles in raising herself and her society, it 
became necessary to involve woman in efforts done to achieve peace and security 
after armed conflicts and local and international crises. Moreover, it became 
necessary for woman to participate in these efforts and in executing them assuring her 
role as an active member and not a merely victim of these conflicts. 
Woman participation in making and setting peace all over the world, spreading 
culture of peace and dialogue among civilizations, encountering fanaticism and 
terrorism and her efforts in the field of developing her society are all considered the 
most prominent feature of the current stage of the Feminism International 
Movement.18 
 
3. political status of woman in Egyptian system  
The historical importance of Ancient Egyptian Civilization lies in the group of values 
and human principles that included all fields of life and , during the seven thousand 
of years, formed the true origins that humanity derived all its inheritance from them. 
The most important of these values is the admitting of woman's role importance in 
society. This value was formulated in the high position of Egyptian woman as the 
only partner of man in his religious and worldly life according to the theory of 
creation that is existed in the Pharaoh's religious principles, where we find legal and 
natural complete equality and the first coherence between man and woman with the 
sacred tie through the everlasting marriage contracts. Woman had exceeded that 
position till she obtained the sacred position, where Goddesses appeared beside Gods, 
wisdom Goddess was in a feminine shape and Isis was the feminine symbol of  
fidelity and sincerity. 
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Egyptian woman, in Pharaoh's History, managed to enter many fields of work till she 
assumed the country throne in ancient ages such as “Hoteb” mother of king Chopes , 
“Khent” daughter of Pharaoh Menkawra, “Abah Hoteb” Queen of Thebes, 
“Hatshebsout” daughter of Pharaoh Amon, “Tee” wife of Ekhnaton, “Cleopatra” with 
her famous story with Mark Antonio which attracted the literary interest all over the 
world. In addition, woman had worked in Judiciary such as “Nepet” mother-in-law of 
King First Pepi from Sixth Dynasty, and the same position had been repeated during 
the age of the Twenty-six dynasty. Also woman worked in the field of medicine such 
as “Psechet” who was called Head of feminine doctors during the age of Fourth 
dynasty. Feminine writers reached positions such as “ Manager – Storage Dept. Head 
– Royal Storages Supervisor – Businesswoman – clergywoman”.19 
Old Egyptian woman lived a happy life in a country considered gender equality as a 
natural affair. Pharaohs Civilization also set the first legislations and laws that 
organize the role of woman. The first and important of these legislations were 
legislations of marriage or the sacred relation concerning rights and duties which are 
based on mutual respect between husband and wife, considering her as the housewife 
and its controller, in addition to her perfect right of inheritance which equals to the 
share of man. Moreover, the woman had the right to inherit the third of her husband's 
properties if he divorced her without a reason. Ancient Egyptian's wife was buried 
beside him in one tomb considering her as his partner in the world and after 
resurrection too.  
As for education right, Ancient Egyptian woman had the right, since the age of four, 
to attend the school that learnt principles of Arithmetic, math, geometry, science, 
hieroglyphics and the slang heretics for daily use. At the end , the girl was awarded 
like the boy a title of “Licensed Writer in ink” with giving a permission to specialize 
at one of knowledge branches.20 
The woman an important role in her society since the ancient Pharaoh's age whereas 
she assumed political and government positions such as Hatshebsout who governed 
Egypt during the period from 1479  to 1457 B.C. and she had played an important 
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role in the state stability in the fields of religion, commerce, inside and outside policy 
and so did Neferteti and Cleopatara after her. 
With the beginning of Modern Egypt at the age of Mohammed Ali, the woman's role 
became evident where a Nurse school had been established in 1832 which was the 
starting point that helped Egyptian woman to involve in work outside home. This 
matter does not happen suddenly, it was the result of many Egyptian thinkers and 
scientists efforts such as Refaa Altahtawy and Kassem Amin who claimed for 
woman's right of education and work.  
At the beginning of the twentieth century, a group of Egyptian women organized the 
first nongovernmental organization as a beginning of woman's participation in public 
work. Women had participated in many charity, voluntary and literary associations. 
Egyptian Woman also participated in the national issues as 1919 Revolution where 
one of them died during the demonstration. Although of her participation in national 
issues, constitution of 1923 had been issued without declaring her political rights 
which led thinkers to claim for woman's political rights. Therefore, the first woman's 
political party had been established which was under the name of "Egyptian Feminine 
Party" in 1942, and in 1947 the Egyptian Feminine Union claimed the necessity of 
modifying the election Act to involve women with men in voting and to permit 
women to have all political rights and assume the membership of local councils and 
parliament. In addition, Women demonstrated during the Feminine Conference held 
on 19th February 1951 asking for their right to assume the parliament's positions as 
men. 
After July Revolution in 1952, the Constitution of 1956 granted woman all her 
political rights according to the principles of democracy, then woman assumed 
parliament for the first time after election of 1957. When woman had  her political 
rights, this was the starting point to have all her other rights such as to assume public 
jobs and to be considered as a productive force on equal foot with man. This 
development was culminated by appointing the first feminine Minister of Social 
Affairs in Egypt in 1962. Since that date, 1962, woman has assumed many ministerial 
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positions in all Egyptian Cabinets and became represented in all other legislative and 
political institutions.21  
 
4. Traits of woman political development in Egypt 
Through the historical review of woman's position in Egyptian political life, anciently 
and modernly, that woman had played a distinguished role in social and political life 
beside man without any discrimination at all. But some literary works illustrated her 
as slave girl and tool of enjoyment for man. Egypt had done great efforts to develop 
woman and improve her conditions to empower her politically, economically and 
socially. These efforts were establishing special institutions to achieve this goal, to 
erase all shapes of discrimination against woman, to modify legislations of woman's 
affairs, to change negative social values and traditions towards woman and to make 
woman's role more effective on both local and international levels because 
comprehensive development can not be achieved without participation of woman as 
she is half of society. And now the state adopts policies to support economical and 
social position of the woman and to encourage her to participate politically.  
Because woman represents a class that diversifies in age, profession, education level 
and geographic region, and because she has different interests and needs, it is 
necessary for the state to adopt comprehensive and integrated policies that deal with 
all different women and their needs. Woman empowerment is a comprehensive 
process that requires all state and civil society institutions to collaborate  to set, 
execute and evaluate this policy. 
Under the light of previous vision, woman empowerment policies seek, at current 
time, to achieve the following objectives: 
 
A – To involve woman's issues in all relevant public policies. 
 
B – woman empowerment economically, socially and politically through involving 
woman in fields of small projects to raise woman's participation in labor force and 
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encountering unemployment problem which will lead to increasing the society 
production.22 
The government adopt many attitudes and policies that aim at activation of woman 
participation in the field of small projects through the following machineries: 
Data issued by Social Fund and Small Projects Development Board show low ratio of 
women who have loans of this board, this requires many efforts to involve social 
gender in the programs of the board to increase woman's opportunities in the field of 
small projects. 
There is also the program of Productive Families attached to Ministry of Social 
Affairs which is considered one of the leading projects in the field of introducing 
small projects for Egyptian woman to raise her living standard and to struggle against 
poverty. In addition, this program contribute to utilize from crafts and manual skills 
in all Egypt's regions. The number of beneficiary families of this program, since its 
starting in 1964 to 2003, reached 1.5 million families which obtain fund from the 
state, social fund and nongovernmental organizations. This program presents many 
services such as training to provide beneficiaries with technical skills, materials, 
equipments, machines, loans, marketing permanent, temporary and seasonal 
exhibitions and guiding services through rural activities designing, models and 
training centers. The number of training centers subjoined to the Social Ministry 
reached 34000 centers which provide a great field to evaluate and support abilities. 
The government assures the need to renew and evaluate these centers, and yet these 
efforts are not sufficient to women and society.  
 
C – Expanding woman's participation in Political Life 
Although, the performed achievements in the filed of woman's political participation, 
the State realizes that there are still many obstacles that prevent woman to participate 
in political life effectively. Therefore, the State adopts a group of policies that aim at 
countering those obstacles that prevent woman from effective political participation, 
such as: 
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The state tries to modernize election process to enable woman and men participate 
equally in the political life. The state performs many procedures such as: 
- To complete election schedules database to be clear and true. 
- To involve procedures and perform the required legislative modifications. 
- To seek for the best election systems that support woman participation and to 
increase feminine presentation in parliamentary councils.23 
On the other side, the state makes propaganda efforts interested in woman's issues. 
This led to increase of quantity and qualitative concern of woman's issues where the 
neglected past issues of women were discussed in media, in addition to exposing 
positive models of Egyptian woman. The state believes in the necessity of developing 
these efforts through an integrated policy to change negative values and concepts that 
affect woman's position and society development. This media policy includes the 
following components: 
1- To develop media vision concerning woman's issues. 
2- To develop media speech that aims at changing society culture relevant to 
woman and social gender, gender discrimination, and opportunities 
equalization. 
 
D -  Eradication of discrimination shapes against woman in all fields 
               Aspects of woman empowerment in Egyptian society 
 
1- Economically  24 
- Woman in Labor force: 
Total size of labor force “15-64 yrs” was 21.2 millions in 2004 according to data of 
The General Agency for Mobilization and Statistics. And this size increased 
respectively during the last four years to reach 10% compared with year 2000. 
although females represent 49% of total population, they represent only 22.6% of 
total labor size. This low ratio is due to many females in Egyptian society prefer to 
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stay at home after marriage to take care of their families and husband. But females 
ratio of participating in labor force increased from 21.4% in 1999 to 22.6% in 2004. 
The next table shows evolution of females participation in labor force during the 
period from 2002 to 2004. 
Year Labor force size Females No. Females ratio 
2002 19.88 4.34 21.8 
2003 20.36 4.53 22.2 
2004 21.18 4.78 22.6 
 
Participation in economical activities: 
Participation in economical activities represents labor force participation in achieving 
economical activities as a ratio of total population. According this rate, females 
participation in labor force lowers to 22.2% of total labor force in 2003. The females 
participation in economical activity in 2003 reached 13.3% compared to 44.9% of 
males. 
 
 
The following table shows labors distribution according to work case and females 
ratio.25 
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Workers distribution according to work case in 2004: 
Work case Workers No. Females No. Females ratio 
to total number 
Work with cash 
salary. 
10.5 2.0 57 
Employer 
employs others. 
3.2 0.2 4 
Employer does 
not employ 
others 
2.2 0.5 13 
Work at the 
family without 
salary. 
2.2 0.9 26 
Total  18.1 3.5 100 
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2- Socially 
Population estimations of The General Agency for Mobilization and Statistics refer 
that females in Egyptian society form half of the Republic populations, the estimated 
number of females in the first of January 2005 was 34.18 million populations with a 
ratio of 48.83% of total population number. The following table shows population 
number during the last five years and the ratio of females to population number.26 
Table “1” 
Evolution of population number “inside Egypt” and ratio of females to total population “in Million 
persons “ 
Year “First of 
January of 
every year” 
Population No. Females No. Females ratio 
2001 64.65 31.57 48.83 
2002 65.99 32.22 48.83 
2003 67.31 32.87 48.83 
2004 68.65 33.54 48.86 
2005 69.997 34.18 48.83 
 
The above table shows that females represent half of Egypt's population during the 
five last years. And this is shown from females ratio to total number of population 
during the studied period where it reached 48.8% of total number of population 
during this period. This requires extensive efforts in all fields to utilize and invest 
these forces in stating development process and turning them into useful forces in all 
fields woman exists in beside man.27 
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Table “2” 
Population distribution at first of January 2005 according to age groups “in Million persons” 
 
Age group Population No. Females ratio 
“%” 
1 Lower than 10 years 17.107 24.3 
2 From 10 to lower than 15 
years. 
9.289 13.1 
“1+2” Lower than 15 years “1+2” 26.396 37.4 
3 From 15 to lower than 40 
years. 
28.538 41.2 
4 From 40 to lower than 60 
years. 
11.039 15.8 
“3+4” From 15 to lower than 60 
years 
39.576 57.0 
5 60 and above 4.025 5.7 
Population Total 69.997 100.0 
 
3-  Politically 
- Woman in Constitution and Laws 
Egyptian woman remained deprived of her political rights till issuance of 1956 
constitution which gave her the right to elect who represents her in the parliament and 
the right to candidate herself to parliamentary councils. The first article of 1956 
constitution stated that " Every Egyptian male and female who reached the age of 
eighteenth to practice himself his or her political rights in the presidency 
questionnaire, any questionnaire stated by the constitution and electing members of 
parliament, Laws consultancy council and local councils." Then the current 
constitution of Egypt had been issued in 1971 which assured equality between man 
and woman where article 40 stated that "all citizens are equal in front of law 
concerning their rights and public duties and there is no discrimination among of 
them because of gender, race, language, religion or creed."  This article gives the 
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woman the same rights of man such as education, work, nomination, voting, forming 
organizations and joining syndicates. 
In addition, woman is committed to the same duties like man such as taxation, 
participation in public life, keeping national unity and secrets of the state. 
The article 10 of the constitution also stated that the protection of motherhood is the 
responsibility of the state :" The State should protect motherhood, childhood and 
youth by providing the appropriate circumstances to develop their abilities." In 
addition, the article 11 of the constitution stated that: " the State should vouch for 
adaptation between woman's duties towards her family and her work in society. And 
she should be equal to man in all political, social, cultural and economical fields 
without any prejudice to Islamic law."28 
- Woman in Executive Authority 
Egyptian woman entered the government as a Minister since the beginning of sixtieth 
of the last century where Mrs. Hekmat Abozaid assumed Ministry of Social Affairs in 
September 1962. since that date every Egyptian government includes a number of 
Ministerial portfolios should be assumed by women. Females who assumed high 
administrative jobs at the administrative body of the state reached 2.04 thousand 
women till September 2004, i.e. 25.7% of the total employees of  the high 
administration of the state. Therefore, ratio of females in the high administration jobs 
raised compared to first of January 2001 where females represented 23.7% of the 
total employees of the high administration.  
In the current Egyptian government”2006”, there are two female ministers: Minister 
of International Cooperation and Minister of Labor and Immigration. 
- Woman in Legislative Authority: 
Woman's political participation is considered one of the priorities that the state is 
concerned with. Woman's representation in these legislative and parliamentary bodies 
is an indicator of woman's effective participation in political life, in addition it is 
considered a means to assure on the opening and change of political culture of 
citizens who accepted woman's representation in these parliamentary councils. 
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As for woman's participation in Parliament, we find that: number of parliament 
female members, in its previous session “2000-2005” is 13 members, i.e. 3% only of 
the total members which is 454 members. While number of female members in Law 
Consultancy Council is 18 members of total members 264, i.e. ratio of 6.8% of total 
members. But the female members in the current session of parliament”2005-2010” 
is 8 female members of the total members 454.29 
 
- Woman in Judiciary Authority 
Egypt tended to achieve equality between woman and man and concerning Judiciary 
jobs to apply the principle of opportunities equalization as stated in the constitution. 
Therefore, the state expanded the judiciary jobs for woman as follows: 
- Many women have been appointed in the State Issues Authority and in the 
Administrative Prosecution Authority where women number reached 72 
women in 2004 of the total employees 1912 members. 
- Women number in the Administrative Prosecution Authority reached 436 
women of the total number which is 1726 members, i.e. with a ratio of 25%. 
- Woman assumed headship of Administrative Prosecution Authority for two 
following periods, and the female members of Administrative Prosecution 
Authority and State Issues Authority participated in supervision on legislative 
election held in 2000, moreover a number of female previous consultants 
participated in Conflicts Reconciliation Committees according to Act No. 7 for 
year 2000. 
- The president Mubarak issued a decision of appointing Mrs. Tahany Algebaly 
as a judge at Supreme Constitutional Court which is considered the highest 
judiciary court. The president's decision cut off the controversy concerning 
appointing woman as a judge, especially Egyptian Constitution states that all 
Egyptians are equal in rights and duties and there is no any prohibitions in  
     Islamic Religion that may prevent woman to be a judge.30 
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departments, September 2004. 
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  Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
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- Woman in Diplomatic Field 
Number of women in the diplomatic field increased during the last years, where it 
reached to 13% in 2003 where female diplomatic members became 165 compared to 
146 in 2001. In 2003, there were a ratio of 25% of females at the position of 
diplomatic attaché, while 19% were at the position of Ambassador, and 16% at the 
position of Authorized Minister. 
 
- Woman's Health Situation 
There are increased interest concerning fields of family planning, Motherhood and 
Childhood care as follows: 
The fertility rates affect negatively on the population increase, the females at age of 
giving-birth in 2003 reached 5.5 million girls, and planning family centers in 2004 
reached 5.7 thousand centers distributed all over the Republic regions compared to 
5.3 thousand centers in 2000. The fertility overall rate in 2003 reached 331.8 infants 
for each a thousand ladies at the age of giving-birth. This fertility rate lowers with 2% 
compared to the fertility overall rate in 2001 which was 332.4 infants for a thousand 
ladies at the age of giving-birth. The decrease of fertility rate reflects the state 
increased interest with family planning services and providing them all over the 
Republic regions. The  using of medical means of family planning, at the age of 
giving-birth, has been increased during the period from 2000 till 2003, where 56.1% 
of females at the age of giving-birth used means of family planning in 2000, while 
this rate has been increased to 60% in 2003 for females at the age of giving-birth. 
 
- Machineries of Empowerment 
1- To establish Woman National Council, Motherhood and Childhood National 
Council through which the state empower woman socially, economically and 
politically to support her participation in development process. 
2- To eradicate shapes of discrimination against appointing woman as a judge 
through the President's decision in January 2003 by appointing the first 
female judge. In addition, Egyptian Nationality Act has been modified to 
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permit equality between children of Egyptian woman and children of 
Egyptian man in obtaining the nationality without any condition. 
3- To issue Act of  establishing Family Court which provides Egyptian family in 
general and Egyptian woman especially security and quick settlement in 
issues connected to personal affairs and executing judgments 
4- To issue Act No. 11 in 2004 to establish Family Security Fund which ensure 
for Egyptian woman to obtain expenditure from the fund which collects its 
financial resources regularly to prevent family's vagrancy and homelessness. 
The social kind has been involved in the five-year plan 2002/2007 to ensure 
woman empowerment. 
Great efforts have been done to empower woman politically such as effort of Woman 
National Council through establishing Political Rehabilitation Center to train women 
on political participation and preparing female members qualified technically and 
politically to take part in parliamentary and local councils elections. These efforts are 
integrated with efforts of Interior Ministry and Nongovernmental Organizations to 
facilitate issuing Voting  and National Identity Cards for women. 
From what is mentioned above, it became clear that there are many aspects of 
empowering woman in different fields. 
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Third Chapter  
 
Woman in Heavenly religions  
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1. Introduction: 
Allah had created male and female and made each of them is fellow of the other since 
creation of Adam till the day of the resurrection. Allah do not discriminate any of 
them against the other, they are both committed to Allah's ordains, worship and 
reward or punishment. Allah made special function for each of them according to 
their natural differences, that function is different from religion to another according 
to the nature of the society. But these differences does not decrease the human 
position of each of  both. 
The current real situation of woman is influenced by values of heavenly religions. 
Therefore, it is important to explore those religions, Judaism, Christianity and Islam 
and what is mentioned in their holy books concerning woman through the following 
subjects: 
1- Woman's portrait 
2- Rights  
3- Freedom  
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2.Woman's portrait 
a. In Judaism 
Book of Genesis began creation story with two texts talk about man creation, one of 
them in “Genesis 1/27” which indicates to equality in creation between man and 
woman "Allah created man on his shape, on the shape of Allah man was created, 
male and female were created". In the second text “Genesis 2/21-23”, the woman's 
fellowship to man appears "God made Adam sleep and took one of his ribs putting 
flesh instead of it, Allah made the rib a woman and brought it to Adam. Adam said 
this is from my bones and flesh, she is called woman because she is taken from man." 
In Judaism, woman has no right to ask for divorce whatever her husband's defects 
were even if he condemned with fornication. On the contrary, Judaism gives man 
absolute right to divorce woman without any condition or reason. 
According to religious Judaist prospective, woman is considered the cause of Adam's 
disobedience to his God because she replied the snake's seduction, therefore, God 
shed curses on her. And Allah said to woman," you will be pregnant with pains, you 
will give birth with pains, you will long to your man and he will prevail you" Genesis 
3/16 
Man's custodianship “father – husband” on woman “daughter – wife- widow” 
appears in may affairs: father has the right to sell his daughter as slave “if father sold 
his daughter, she should not go out like slave……” Book of Exodus 21/7. Father also 
has the right to marry her to whom he wants, in addition father has the right to collect 
the fine that is imposed on who marries her and pretends that his daughter is not 
virgin or on who rapes his daughter “Book of Deuteronomy 22/13-29”. Father also 
has the right to cancel his daughter's or wife's votive offerings which they may vow 
to God. “Book of Numbers 30-5-9”. 
Then, Meshna came to consolidate man's custodianship on his daughter or wife, and 
stated that: 
- Father has the right to contract marriage of his young daughter without 
consulting her. “Kotobot 4/d” 
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- Father has the right to take his daughter's wage if she had done any 
work, and if father died this right transfers to her brothers “Kotobot 
4/A,D” 
- Father's right to take his daughter's dowry “Kotobot 4/B” 
- Father's right to inherit his daughter if she died “Kotobot 4/D” 
- On the other side, Meshna did not obligate father to support his daughter 
“Kotobot 4/F”..and if father died, his male sons only who will inherit 
him.” 4/F,G,A”. 
- Meshna gave husband the right to what his wife earns from her work, eat 
from her expenditure, and take the compensation that may be paid to her 
for any harm she had been exposed to.”Kotobot 6/A”. 
- If the wife became sick, the husband will have the right to treat her or 
give her the dowry to treat herself. “Kotobot 4/I” 
- Woman's home works are obligatory and she has the right to bring 
servants from her father's house to perform these works instead of her. 
But wool spinning should be performed by her personally, and the 
husband has the right to obligate her to do that. 
- As for husband's duties towards his wife, they are food, clothes and 
intercourse “Exodus 21/10-12”. 
- Judaism gives husband the right to divorce his wife without any 
condition or restriction "if he does not love her or she did bad action, he 
can write the divorce document for her and get her out of his home". 
“Deuteronomy 24:1” 
- Judaism did not prohibit polygamy, but Meshna permitted polygamy 
without a maximum number “Qaidoshen 2/G” “Kotobot 10/E”. The 
same did Algamara which declared polygamy. Although, Judaism did 
not prohibit polygamy, the Jewish Legislators issued legislations 
contradicted with these texts and appropriate to each place and time. 
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b. In Christianity: 
Christianity made equality between man and woman in rights and duties because they 
are all sons of Allah, "because you are all sons of Allah through your faith with 
Christ Jesus." “Ghelateia 26/3” And "…not male nor female, you are all one in Christ 
Jesus" “Ghelateia 3/28”. And in the message of First Polus to people of  Qurenthos , 
he said, " man should give woman her rights, and woman too should give man his 
rights" “First Qurenthos 7:2”. 
Christianity granted good woman great appreciation, and considered Mary the Virgin, 
mother of Christ, on top of all women as she was ideal of soul and body purity. The 
books contained many verses that urge, order and keep the woman's dignity 
especially the wife and mother " you should be obedient to your mother and father" 
“Leviticus 19:3”. A severe punishment was imposed concerning insulting mother 
"each person insults his father or mother should be killed because of that" “Leviticus 
20:9”. And the good virtual woman has a great position "the true virtual woman who 
can find her….her price is above pearls…" “Book of Proverbs 31:10-30”. 
Women and service 
Certain services should be offered to woman as mentioned in The Holy Book: "I 
recommend you to take care of our sister that serves the church in Kenkheria". Zu 16: 
1. But these services need the following: 
1-The servant should have her salvation.  
2-to shift her view of her disadvantages to God.   
3-to struggle with herself all the time.   
4-to be alive to the salvation of other souls.   
5-to explain the corresponding failure to God in prayer.   
6- to study the Bible first.   
7 - Many people die from the large work in the home, but the few who die from the 
large work in the generosity of God.   
8-to be clean in her clothes and descent in appearance.   
9-to be modest, or she will not used by God.   
10- to read religious interpretation books and church history, beliefs and religious 
journals.   
11- to make a commitment with her eyes and her ears.   
12 - the engine of service should be God's ordain of service, goodness that Salvatore 
get and the joy of devil's defeat.  
13 - to examine how to treat each person according to his mind, and knowledge of 
methods to gain souls.   
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14 - to have the courage to persuasion.   
15 - to have the appearance in the apparent and confidential prayers.   
16 - to be joyful and satisfied.  
17-People to whom we talk are of three types, salvation seekers, those who do not 
care of, and those who do not want salvation.   
18- she must pray with people after the preaching with faith of salvation and must 
talk with them about God and not from the interpretation of human beings.   
19 - we have to know the meanings of the following words very clearly, repentance- 
faith –new birth – adaptation -justification.   
20 - to give real examples from real life to explain such as, home life- current events 
– the Bible incidents.   
21-preferably able to work a special meeting for prayer after the general meeting. 
22-types of social-service women in the service of spiritual guidance-operator-
shelter-club for young women and ladies-preaching Sunday schools in Room visits 
and lack of preaching at funerals-opening small schools - to work in the clinic-library 
and the young ladies of the loan. 
Advices for wife: 
Male is naturally traitor? Thus say bad wives, but skilful wife can retain her 
faithfulness to her husband. Although there are males who angles can not guide them, 
this is because of the bad treatment of the woman, the life partner. Therefore, we will 
offer some advices that can be carried out according to each house. 
1- do not tell him that he is mistaken, but suggest new opinions that are correct.   
2-confirmed to him that you always love him and can not live without him because 
the husband often fears of being deceived in his emotions. Do not deprive him of his 
hope which is your love to him.  
3-do not use the word ' No' with him, instead use good words and tell him that what 
he says is the best.   
4- try to do those small things that please his heart and remember always that your 
husband is the most important creature in the world.   
5- do not interrupt him while he is talking, especially in front of people, even if your 
think is faster than his.  
6- do not hesitate to show your admiration of him because men are proud with 
thanking, and do not ridicule of him in front of others.   
7- participate with him in his entertainment and pleasure, and leave him some times 
to please himself according to the manner that he likes.  
8- do not remind him of your bad times with him, but remind him with good days to 
make him feel that you are happy with him and push him to try to make you happy. 
Do not mention your husband's crises and defects in front of others to avoid their 
ridiculous words and condemnation which may lead to destruction of your house. 
9-not all people have the right to interfere in your marriage. Try to solve your 
problems with yourself because if others interfere in your life , it will be destroyed.   
10- do not show jealousy to him, and you should know that your husband seeks for 
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another woman if you lack something and try to complete yourself to be as he 
desires.  
Note that this advice is not only for wives but for the sister to treat with her elder 
brother and father. 
Marital happiness: 
1- when your husband comes from work, do not talk to him about the children's 
problems and misconducts or about the neighbours, but listen to him carefully if he 
wants to talk about his problems and work , and try to be the trustful guide to him and 
try to encourage him to overcome his problems.  
2-if he wants to spend a day with you and the children , do not try to upset him, or he 
will try to go out to pass the time with his friends to escape of your problems.  
3- participate with him in planning of the home budget and try to please him with his 
money.  
4- in the morning, wear the clothes of housework , but afternoon, wear you good 
clothes and make up for your husband not for others. 
Women and service 
Certain services should be offered to woman as mentioned in The Holy Book: "I 
recommend you to take care of our sister that serves the church in Kenkheria". Zu 16: 
1. But these services need the following: 
1-The servant should have her salvation.  
2-to shift her view of her disadvantages to God.   
3-to struggle with herself all the time.   
4-to be alive to the salvation of other souls.   
5-to explain the corresponding failure to God in prayer.   
6- to study the Bible first.   
7 - Many people die from the large work in the home, but the few who die from the 
large work in the generosity of God.   
8-to be clean in her clothes and descent in appearance.   
9-to be modest, or she will not used by God.   
10- to read religious interpretation books and church history, beliefs and religious 
journals.   
11- to make a commitment with her eyes and her ears.   
12 - the engine of service should be God's ordain of service, goodness that Salvatore 
get and the joy of devil's defeat.  
13 - to examine how to treat each person according to his mind, and knowledge of 
methods to gain souls.   
14 - to have the courage to persuasion.   
15 - to have the appearance in the apparent and confidential prayers.   
16 - to be joyful and satisfied.  
17-People to whom we talk are of three types, salvation seekers, those who do not 
care of, and those who do not want salvation.   
18- she must pray with people after the preaching with faith of salvation and must 
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talk with them about God and not from the interpretation of human beings.   
19 - we have to know the meanings of the following words very clearly, repentance- 
faith –new birth – adaptation -justification.   
20 - to give real examples from real life to explain such as, home life- current events 
– the Bible incidents.   
21-preferably able to work a special meeting for prayer after the general meeting. 
22-types of social-service women in the service of spiritual guidance-operator-
shelter-club for young women and ladies-preaching Sunday schools in Room visits 
and lack of preaching at funerals-opening small schools - to work in the clinic-library 
and the young ladies of the loan. 
Advices for wife: 
Male is naturally traitor? Thus say bad wives, but skilful wife can retain her 
faithfulness to her husband. Although there are males who angles can not guide them, 
this is because of the bad treatment of the woman, the life partner. Therefore, we will 
offer some advices that can be carried out according to each house. 
1- do not tell him that he is mistaken, but suggest new opinions that are correct.   
2-confirmed to him that you always love him and can not live without him because 
the husband often fears of being deceived in his emotions. Do not deprive him of his 
hope which is your love to him.  
3-do not use the word ' No' with him, instead use good words and tell him that what 
he says is the best.   
4- try to do those small things that please his heart and remember always that your 
husband is the most important creature in the world.   
5- do not interrupt him while he is talking, especially in front of people, even if your 
think is faster than his.  
6- do not hesitate to show your admiration of him because men are proud with 
thanking, and do not ridicule of him in front of others.   
7- participate with him in his entertainment and pleasure, and leave him some times 
to please himself according to the manner that he likes.  
8- do not remind him of your bad times with him, but remind him with good days to 
make him feel that you are happy with him and push him to try to make you happy. 
Do not mention your husband's crises and defects in front of others to avoid their 
ridiculous words and condemnation which may lead to destruction of your house. 
9-not all people have the right to interfere in your marriage. Try to solve your 
problems with yourself because if others interfere in your life , it will be destroyed.   
10- do not show jealousy to him, and you should know that your husband seeks for 
another woman if you lack something and try to complete yourself to be as he 
desires.  
Note that this advice is not only for wives but for the sister to treat with her elder 
brother and father. 
Marital happiness: 
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1- when your husband comes from work, do not talk to him about the children's 
problems and misconducts or about the neighbours, but listen to him carefully if he 
wants to talk about his problems and work , and try to be the trustful guide to him and 
try to encourage him to overcome his problems.  
2-if he wants to spend a day with you and the children , do not try to upset him, or he 
will try to go out to pass the time with his friends to escape of your problems.  
3- participate with him in planning of the home budget and try to please him with his 
money.  
4- in the morning, wear the clothes of housework , but afternoon, wear you good 
clothes and make up for your husband not for others. 
 
c. In Islam: 
The Holy Quran's vision for woman is different from other Heavenly books vision, 
the other books discriminate between man and woman while Quran does not mention 
any differences between man and woman except that relevant to physiological and 
psychological fields.  
If we want to understand the Holy Quran 's view concerning man and woman, we 
should investigate the natural body construction of man and woman. This is to 
understand if the Holy Quran considers man and woman have the same nature or two 
different natures as it is mentioned in the other Heavenly Books?31 
If we trace the Quranic Verses, we will find that the Holy Quran did not discriminate 
– concerning body construction – between man and woman as it is mentioned in the 
Holy Quran: 
“ O mankind! Fear GOD the One Who fashioned you from a single person, and of 
the same kind He created his wife,…..” An Nisa: Verse 1. 
and  
“And from His Signs is that He created from yourselves your wives, that you find 
serenity with them, and He has set between you affection and mercy. Surely in this 
are Signs for people who reflect.” Ar Rum: 21. 
This is for body construction, but for equality between man and woman at all fields, 
the Holy Quran contains many verses that indicate to that affair such as: 
“Surely Muslim men and Muslim women, and believing men and believing women, 
and devout men and devout women, and truthful men and truthful women, and 
                                                
31
  Alsayed Mohammed Alhoseny Alsherazy, Law, Center of Greatest Messenger, Beirut, Second Edition, 1998, p.10. 
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patient men and patient women, and humble men and humble women, and 
charitable men and charitable women, and fasting men and fasting women, and 
men and women who guard their chastity, and for men and women who remember 
GOD often, for them, GOD has prepared forgiveness and a great reward.” Al-
Ahzab: 35. 
In interpreting this verse, the author of “Nour Althaklain Interpretaion” said: " when 
Asmaa daughter of Omais returned from Ethiopia with her husband Gafar Ibn Aby-
Taleb, she entered at wives of messenger “PBUH” and asked if some Quranic verses 
were revealed concerning women? They said to her, No. Then she went to Messenger 
of Allah “PBUH” and said: Messenger of Allah, women are disappointed. Messenger 
said, why?  She said: because they are not mentioned in the Holy Quran like men? 
Then Allah revealed the previous verse concerning male and female Muslims as 
equal.  
“O mankind! We have created you from a male and a female, and made you 
nations and tribes..” Al-Hujurat: 13. 
“So their Lord accepted their prayers, "That I will not waste the striving of any of 
you, whether male or female, you are one from another, so those who left their 
homes or who have been expelled from them, and suffered in My Cause, and 
fought and been killed, indeed I will pardon them their misdeeds and admit them 
into Gardens beneath which rivers flow.” Al-Imran: 195. 
The previous verses do not discriminate between man and woman. But it deals with 
both of them on equal foot. And there are many verses that in the Holy Quran that 
mean no difference between man and woman except the natural body construction. 
 
2- Woman's rights 
a. In Judaism 
Inheritance in Old Testament was confined to males only in order not to leave wealth 
gets out of the tribe. The Old Testament preferred the first elder son and gave him 
share of two of the inheritance.” Deuteronomy 21/15-17”. And if the deceased person 
has no male son, the inheritance is transferred to the daughter “Numbers 27/1-8” and 
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in this case, the daughter was not allowed to marry out of the tribe in order not to 
transfer the inheritance to another tribe.  
Hebrews used the succession system on the widow, the brother of the deceased 
husband has the right to marry widow of his deceased brother and the first born son is 
ascribed to the deceased husband as his father to be able to take his inheritance, " if 
two brothers live with each other and one of them died, the widow of the died brother 
should not be to a foreign man, the brother of the deceased should marry her, and the 
first born infant should be ascribed to the deceased brother to avoid erasing the name 
of the deceased from Beni Israel. “Deuteronomy 25: 5-6”. And thus, the wife was not 
allowed to inherit her deceased husband, and on the contrary the husband has the 
right to inherit his wife whether she has born sons or not. Although, these principles 
of woman's inheritance in Judaism, we find exceptions in the Book of Numbers 27: 
1-8 where it stated the right of daughters of Selfhad to inherit their father…"God said 
to Moses : give daughters of Selfhad a share of her father's properties among their 
brothers." 
Later, we notice Meshna's distortion of  inheritance provisions for woman where it 
permitted the man to give her daughters gifts in condition that not to be contradicted 
with Jewish Legislations. The Meshna legislated many legislations that aimed at 
isolating woman from men's society such as, the wife should be divorced if she spins 
wool at the market and talks to the coming and going “Kotobot Category 7/F” “Book 
of Genesis 1/28”. 
Man should obligate his wife to stay at home and use violence to do that if needed to 
keep her from exposing to bad actions in the city.”Deuteronomy 22/3” 
Meshna texts prohibited man to sit with two women unless his wife is with him, in 
addition, it prohibited unmarried man to teach young and prevented woman from 
treating with fathers of young learners. 
In addition, Meshna prohibited man who practices female profession like sewing to 
sit alone with woman even if they were many. 
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b. In Christianity 
Christ Jesus gave great lessons in equality between man and woman. Christ's 
followers were from men and women as equal. And he gave woman the right to ask 
for divorce if her husband was condemned with fornication. Christ treated women 
kindly and made miracles for many women, and asked women to commit with faith 
and not to commit sins. Christ has honorable attitudes with perverse women and 
urged them to repent " who is without sin, throw her with a stone." The history of 
church registered many names of great women such as Mary the mother of John who 
is called Mark , the founder of Egyptian Church. In her house, there are containers in 
which Christ and Messengers had The Last Supper, and this room became the first 
church “Works 12:12”. In addition to lady "Ladia" the seller of purples whose house 
became the first Church in Europe “Works 16:15”.  
If woman's morals are good, she will be permanent blessing for her husband, but if 
her morals are inferior, she will be as a hell.  
The virtuous woman is the secret of man's happiness, but the inferior one is the cause 
of all man's miseries.  
Here we are now on the women's tour throughout the book. 
How woman created?  
Moses says in the creation story inspired by God that after Allah created Adam from 
dust wanted to make him a companion, therefore, during Adam's sleep, Allah took 
one of Adam's ribs and created Eve from this rib to Adam. Allah brought her to him 
and said that she is Eve that is created from your body. “Tek 23:21:2”. 
We can not imagine how was Adam's body or how was the operation performed to 
him. But what we can understand is that woman is created from Adam's body and 
there should be intimacy between both of them. Also, we can understand this story 
strange that God wanted to make Adam know that women are made from their bodies 
and they complete them. 
Women have not been taken from the top of the man or his legs so as not to render it 
increased pressure on him to his feet, but not huge bush and the strength of the 
equation be near him and finds him to have loved and shared in the canonization of 
marital ties play. 
Woman is the mother of all births ..  
From woman's womb came all human race kinds, yellow and red and black and white 
who fill all four corners of the globe, therefore, it is name in Arabic is Hawa which 
means the mother of all births. ”Tek 20:3”. 
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Parents marched in the dawn of the year according to what is drawn by God to Adam 
did not collect more than one wife “provided 19:4” and the first man who took two 
wives was Lamek who belongs to Qaaen origin. “Tek 4:19” The first wife gave birth 
of Yabal who was the father of tent inhabitants and cowboys, and the other wife gave 
birth of Tobal who made copper and iron tools. Then, Polygamy prevailed and 
Solomon had a thousand of wives.  
Good woman…..  
Married life is a message that requires loyalty and faithfulness as stated in the Bible 
which mentioned a large number of good women who performed the marriage life 
message correctly. Boutros, the prophet, says: Be good woman and obey your 
husband as did Sarah with her husband Ibrahim.” Armpit 6: 1: 3” 
Woman as a leader…..  
Of women who have given the services and stood beside of the men in solving the 
problems of society Mary, daughter of Imran and her brothers Moses and Aaron, 
which crossed the Red Sea with the brothers and landed in the land of Sinai “spare no 
21:15”.   
The Mary died and was buried in the wilderness in the Kadesh “counting 1:20”, says 
that it contributed to free the people of salvation “Mi 4:6” 
Having assumed the elimination of Hebrews woman told explorations were sitting 
under Nakhla known name between Rama and Beit Eil “that has 5:4”, the judge 
attributed the salvation of the Hebrews reluctant King Kanaan, and the commander of 
armies Sisra. 
Among women writers jumped from the environment to the throne of the Kingdom of 
popular girl Faris told Hdsh daughter Abijail whose Badabha and beauty and integrity 
that is the heart of his home high King Ahacoirosh he knew the name of Xerxes 
historians doubt their club by the wife and queen of the then-named Esther threatened 
to enact a the word translated Persian planet Venus. Queen Esther was able wisdom 
and Tqguaha to rid the people of a conspiracy of his love despicable league Hamann 
Ben Hmdaoua Alajaji One of the tiles with the assistance of the Royal Balsom and 
Cringing before God who saved her life and avenged their enemies. 
Faithfulness and Loyalty…  
When we read the biography of the girl Raouth, we will see a clear picture of 
sincerity and faithfulness. Her husband had died during the famine that took place in 
the governance of judges, and she was with step-mother in the land Muab, her step-
mother tried to Since Nami return to the land of Canaan but Raouth refused to leave 
her to depart. And told her wherever you go I will be with you, but death only which 
will separate us. “Ra 17:1”.   
This mutual love between Nami and her step-mother is the missing thing among 
families now that may strengthen the family relationship and diminish the problems.   
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Ruth loved her step-mother and God rewarded her for the purity of her heart, given 
this honor high Become grandmother to King David, who came from descendants. 
“provided 6:5:1”. 
Ezabile, Ethleia and Herodia…….  
The Book also introduces depictions of women that are described as the Devil's 
queens in the palaces, such as Ezabile the Queen of Saida that married to Akhab the 
son of Emary, king of Israel, and she entered the worship of statues. 
She and her husband spread evil and killed many prophets. Akhab had been killed, 
and Ezabile had been killed by her servants, and her dead corps had been eaten by 
dogs. “ 2 Mil 9 : 35” 
Their daughter Ethlia was too bad like her parents, she married to Uram, the king of 
Yahoza. She destroyed all the royal precedents especially her husband's sons of his 
other wives. But a woman called Yaho Sha, the daughter of the king, took Youash, 
the son of her brother and hided him with the priest till he became old, and the priest 
crowned him as the king of the land. The new king arrested the Ethlia and hanged 
her.  
But Herodia, the daughter of Aristopolis, her daughter was Salomy who danced in 
front of Herodis till he became drunk and asked him to behead John the Baptist, and 
Herodis carried out what she asked of him and offered her John's head on a plate, 
which she moved it to her mother. But God revenged from Herodis, he had been 
enthroned and left to Leon in France where he lived with Herodia as a whore. 
Elizabeth……..  
Elizabeth was one of Haroun and Zakaria. Haroun was infertile, but God granted her 
with John the Baptist which came befoe Jesus to predicate with his coming. “ Mil 
4:5”. 
When we read the life this pure woman, we know the power of faith combined with 
fast and prayer, and that Allah can do anything that may to us impossible. 
The girl that gave-birth of Jesus……..  
The virgin is a Hebrew girl that is pure and faithful, Allah chose her to the best 
message to be the mother of Jesus. The angle gave her the news while she was 
praying in Alnasera city. Although, she was upset because she did not connect a man 
to be pregnant, she submitted to the God's destiny. 
After nine months of pregnancy, she gave-birth of Jesus. After the virgin, woman has 
got a high position in the world where she has rights on man. The virgin lived in 
Jerusalem for sixty years, twelve years in the Temple, thirty years with Joseph, and 
fourteen years with the Anglican priest John. The Coptic Church celebrates her death 
day on 16th of Messry month. 
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Hanaa waiting for Jesus………  
She is Hanaa daughter of Fenoueil of Asher tribe. She was old woman whose 
husband died after seven years of their marriage, and she devoted herself to worship. 
She was the first lady that believed in Jesus after his birth, and was the best woman in 
the church during all eras. 
Women at the service of the club………………  
When Jesus began his preach with the Bible, many women believed in him such as 
Magdalena Mary, Youna whose husband was working as the deputy of Herodus, the 
governor of Galiel region, and Souna who had been mentiond in Loca book. They 
were all served Jesus more than men. 
Woman and Faith………..  
In the history of woman, we mentioned that Cananin woman that met Jesus when he 
was going to Sayda and asked him to cure her daughter who was mad. He replied her 
request and cured her daughter for her. Of this story we can drive that we can 
encounter disasters with patience and faith. 
Mistaken women………..  
Jesus has good conducts with deviant women. When, people hold a woman that 
fornicated to him and told him that Moses ordered us to throw stones at her as a 
whore, Jesus looked at the floor and wrote their sins on the floor and told them who is 
without a sin throw her with a stone. Then, he continued to write their sins, till they 
fled away from him, till the woman stood alone in front of him. Then, Jesus told her 
where those who condemned you? She replied him there is none. Jesus told her never 
me, go and do not commit sins. 
 
c. In Islam 
- Allah has addressed woman in the Holy Quran as equal as man. Allah equalized 
between them both concerning human and spiritual value considering that Femininity 
and masculinity are not differences to determine the human personality. Allah also 
forbade habits and traditions that are unjust for woman.  
- Allah equalized between woman and man in creed, there is no difference between 
man and woman in making good actions, worships and reward and punishment for 
both good and bad conducts. 
- Islam also equalized between woman and man in civil and criminal laws, each of 
them should be kept in his/her soul, honor and property unless by law, each of them 
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should not be deprived of his freedom without condemning with a crime. And each of 
them has the complete freedom to give his opinion. 
- Islam admitted woman's right in education and stated that learning is a duty on both 
male and female Muslims whether they are secular or religious sciences. 
- Islamic religion permitted woman to work in different fields such as agriculture, 
trade….etc. to be an effective tool in the society, especially after death of her husband 
or in case of his inability to earn his family living. The best evidence for that is Lady 
Khadeja , wife of Messenger Mohammed “Peace be upon him” whom the messenger 
married while she was working with trade. In addition, the messenger, when he 
immigrated to Medina,  asked both of women and men to work equally, with 
decreasing burden of work off woman because of her physical weak nature. 
Moreover, Muslim woman assumed the position of  giving legal opinions which is 
considered the most effective legislative job. Imam Abo-Hanefa also gave a legal 
opinion that woman can assume Judiciary position.  
- Since days of the Messenger and Guided Caliphs, Muslim woman participated in 
military battles where she made first-aid for wounded warriors and prepared food and 
drink for soldiers. In battle of Alyarmouk, women participated as warriors under the 
leadership of Arab Leader Khalid Ibn Alwaleed and conquered region of Alsham” 
Lebanon, Syria, Palestine” 
- Islam identified the relation between man and woman with marriage which is 
cordiality and mercy. Islam also gave great interest to family considering it as the 
pillar of society, if it is good the society will be good and vice versa. Therefore, Islam 
commanded with educating both of man and woman to be able to bring up their 
children well. 
- Islam charged man with good treatment of woman and not to be unjust with her. 
- In Islam, dowry of marriage is a complete gift from man to woman not to be 
returned at all. 
- Islam gave woman the complete choice in marriage where her consent is the basic 
condition of legal marriage. 
- Islam legislated divorce as a final solution of  conflicts which may appear between 
the husband and wife, and woman has the right to ask for divorce. But if the marriage 
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is occurred, man is responsible for his wife's and children's expenditures during the 
period of upbringing.32 
3- Woman's Freedom 
a. In Judaism 
The texts of Old Testament do not include what proves considering woman's witness 
“Deuteronomy 19/15” “Deuteronomy 19/17”. But Meshna and Talmud consider 
woman's witness and sayings in the following: 
1- as for financial and conflict issues, woman's witness is considered if there 
were not any good male witnesses. 
2- As for compensation issues, woman's testimony is admitted with if there were 
not good male witnesses. 
3- As for social affairs issues, the midwife's witness is considered when 
identifying the born infant's kinship, the age of girl and impurity and purity of 
woman that is feared to be exposed to rape in capture. 
The Old Testament contains complete books entitled with names of ladies such as 
Raouth and Esther. Woman had assumed Judiciary such as “Daiuora” the judge and 
leader of the people too. “Book of Judges 4, 15”. Golda the prophet too was the best 
jurist in religious affairs and the owner of the wise political opinion therefore, king 
Youshia consulted her in the affair of Book of cannon law.”Book of Chronicles 
22:14-20”. Moreover, woman has participated as leader of choir of hymns in war 
such as Mary sister of Moses.”Book of Exodus 15”. 
b. In Christianity  
The Bible urges Christian woman to be modest and assures that woman's making 
up should not be with garishness but in soul. And the messenger Polus says, " 
women should decorate themselves with modesty, purity and prudence not with 
braids, gold, pearls or expensive clothes. This should be the characteristic of 
women who committed to fear Allah with good deeds." “Atemothawes 2:9”. 
Christianity asks from woman to cover her head at the time of prayer, the 
messenger Polus says: "Each woman performs prayer or predicates with her head 
uncovered, she defames her head because she looks like the barbered head." 
                                                
32
  Mortada Mathary, Woman's rights in Islamic System, Alfekhia Bookshop, Kuwait, 1986, p.138. 
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“Achorenthos 11:10”. The messenger Polus identified the punishment of woman 
who does not cover her hair: " if woman does not cover her head, her hair should 
be cut. And if it is ugly for woman to cut her hair, she should then cover her hair." 
“Achorenthos 11:6”. 
- Woman in epistles of Messenger Polus: 
Polus's first epistle to Temothawes was that woman who tempted Adam in Paradise, 
therefore, she was punished, " because Adam had been created first then Eva, and 
Adam did not tempt her but she tempted him and aggression occurred. But she will 
be redeemed by giving birth of sons if she married in love and holiness and 
prudence." “First Epistle 2:13-15” 
And we find in epistles of Polus and Botros texts that advocate woman to submit 
completely to man, " all women, submit to your men as to God because man is the 
head of woman as Christ is the head of Church. And as Church submits to Christ, so 
women should do with their men. Polus “F 4:22” 
In the first epistle of Botros " You all women, be submitted to your husbands even if 
some do not obey the Word" “Botros 1,  3:1”. And he says in his epistle to man " You 
all men, be calm as the feminine nature is the weakest" “Botros 1, 3:7”. In addition, 
Botros ordered woman to learn her religion calmly and not to teach man his religion, 
" woman should learn silently and humbly, and woman has permission to teach or 
control man but she should be silent". “Polus 1 to Themothawes 2: 11-12”. "Your 
women should be silent at churches because they are not permitted to talk but they 
should surrender to obedience as Sharia says, and if they wanted to learn something 
they should ask their husbands at home because it is shameful for woman to talk at 
the church." Polus “Ako 12: 34” 
Lessons for Woman:  
1. Blissful woman has dignity, while Strong people become rich. “ Mum 11: 
16” while physically strong person can protect his properties against greedy 
ones, peaceful woman also can keep her dignity and gains others' admiration.  
2. Virtuous woman looks like a crown for her husband, but shameful woman 
looks like caries for her husband. “ Mum 12:4” Woman with good manners 
raises her husband's social position, but woman with bad manners is shameful 
and destructive for her husband's social position  
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3. Woman's wisdom builds her house, but foolishness destroys it. “Mum 
14:1” Woman can build and construct her home if she is wise, and she may 
destroy it if she is foolish.  
4. Who has a wife can gain goodness and consent of God. “ Mum 18:22” 
Good woman is a bless from Heaven and a proof of God's consent. Therefore, 
before marriage , one should supplicate to Allah to guide him.  
5. Woman's quarrels look like continuous leakage. “Mum 19:13” Woman 
who quarrels much with her husband looks like continuous dripping drops of 
water.  
6. House and wealth are inheritances from parents, while educated wife is a 
bless from God. “ Mum 19:14” Inheritance and wealth come from parents, 
but from Allah only the virtuous woman comes. Therefore, who intends to 
marry should pray and ask for help and guidance from Allah.  
7. Living at the house roof is better than living with a quarreling woman at 
the same home. “Mum 21:9” Living alone away from a bad wife is better 
than living with her.  
8. Living in a desert is better than living with a foolish woman. “Mum 21: 
19” To live in a tent in a desert is better than living at a good house with a 
foolish wife who quarrels continuously with her husband.  
9. Continuous dripping water in a rainy day and quarreling woman are 
alike, who can control the wind and hold oil can control her. “ Mum 27: 
15: 16” The quarreling woman looks like continuous disturbing rain. And who 
can control wind and hide oil odor, can control quarreling woman.  
10. Virtuous woman , none can find her because her price is more than pearls. 
“Mum 31:10” The woman who takes care of her house is a wise one is higher 
than pearls in value.  
11. The good woman is trusted by her husband and he need nothing to be 
good for him except her. “Mum 31: 12” Such woman is good for her 
husband, and with her , he will not be needy or poor.  
12. She asks only for wool and lintel clothes, works with her hands with 
consent and takes care of her relatives and sons. “Mum 31:13:15” She 
works with love for the sake of her children, she brings them food like ships of 
the merchant.  
13. She takes care of the field and plants grapes. “Mum 31:16” She can, with 
her effort and good saving, increase her family properties.  
14. She ties a girdle around her clothes in order not to prevent her from work. 
“ Mum 31: 17” She raises her clothes and ties them in order to be able to work 
without stopping.  
15. She feels that her duty is good and her light does not distinguish all the 
night. “ Mum 31: 18” She realizes the importance of her work that causes 
benefits to her family.  
16. She spines to give poor people and her sons clothes to protect them against 
cold. “Mum 31: 19: 21”  
17. She wears purple clothes made of lintel. “Mum 31: 22”  
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18. Her husband is known well when he sits with honorable men. “ Mum 31: 
23” Because of the good work and honor of this woman, her husband is known 
by his honor too.  
19. She makes shirts and leather belts to sell them. “Mum 31: 24” She makes 
clothes and sell them for those people who live at distant places.  
20. She has good morals and smiles for the future. “ Mum 31:25” She conducts 
well in life, has a good consciousness and does fear of future.  
21. She talks well and wisely. “Mum 31: 26” Because she has a good heart, she 
speaks but good words.  
22. She takes care of her family and is not lazy. “Mum 31: 27” She helps her 
family with all her efforts and work.  
23. All her sons, daughters and husband praise her because she does her best 
for them. “Mum 31: 28: 29” Her sons, daughters and husband admit their 
favor and that she surpassed all other women in her duties.  
24. Outer beauty is not perpetual but good behaviors and deeds are the best of 
the virtuous woman. “Mum 31: 30: 31” Those who know the value of 
goodness, praise the woman who fears God, and condemn woman that is proud 
of her beautiful body without considering her soul and conduct.  
 
c. In Islam 
Freedom has many definitions such as: 
“ Woman's freedom is her right to live freely without any pressure, obligation or 
subjugation where she can practice her complete freedom such as freedom of 
thinking, opinion and creed”.33 
The International French Human Rights Declaration defines freedom as “Man's 
ability to perform any action that does not hurt others”. 
But according to Islamic term, Freedom is defined as: “ What distinguishes man from 
others through his free actions and conducts without obligation or subjugation but in 
certain limits”.34 
If we investigated the above definitions, we will discover that there is a great 
difference between Islamic definition and other definitions. Islam definition put 
certain limits to freedom while other definitions widened freedom to lead to anarchy. 
Other definitions are submitted to individual doctrine which releases individual's 
absolute freedom and the state's role is confined to keeping security and discipline. 
But Islam takes a middle position between releasing freedom and confiscating it. 
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  Alsayed Sadek Alhouseny, Policy in Islam, Dar Alolum, Beirut, 2000, p. 143. 
34
  Almonged in Contemporary Arabic Language, Dar Alsherouk, Beirut, Chapter of Liberate.  
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Islamic theory and the opposite theories are reflected on the issue of woman's 
freedom. While other theories gave woman all freedom till she exceeded the limits in 
all her conducts, in addition, a comparison occurred between Western woman's 
freedom and her freedom in Islam which led to unjust accusing Islam of confiscating 
woman's freedom. “Woman is a human being like man, she has rights and duties as 
he has rights and duties, therefore all human rights that man enjoys are the same for 
woman such as freedom of opinion, work, trade and others”.35 
Woman has not obtained her freedom in any other system but Islam which gave her 
the balanced and responsible freedom. In all old civilizations, except Ancient 
Egyptian Civilization, woman did not have any honorable human respect. As for 
Romans, Greeks, Hamoraby Legislation, Indians, Judaists and Christians, woman 
was and despised and cursed because she tempted Adam, and she was considered  as 
impurity of Satan and she looked like cattle.36  
Allah created woman to be an effective component in the human society because she 
is considered as a basic component like man, through them both the human society 
individuals are created, Allah, Praise to Him, says: “Did you then think that We had 
created you in jest, ..” Al-Mu'aminoon: 115. No, Allah created them both for a 
serious task. This vital task that requires woman to be effective will not be done 
perfectly without a suitable some of freedom to enable woman to perform it. This 
freedom is ensured by Islamic religion according to legal prerequisites. Islamic 
religion gave woman her freedom in all fields, but this freedom is distinguished from 
that others systems gave to the woman because it is confined to prerequisites and 
conditions otherwise it will be anarchy. In Western systems, woman has given 
freedom, but which freedom? It is the freedom that lacks correct prerequisites and 
conditions, therefore, this anarchy led to family disunion which woman is its pillar, 
and the lack of values in society in which woman shares man. But Islamic religion 
gave woman her freedom, but the responsible freedom which led to preventing 
woman from deviating away of the lines that Islam put to her to avoid society great 
danger. But is the freedom given to woman in Islam confined to a field excluding 
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  Wahba Alzohely, Freedom right in the world, Dar Alfekr, Damascus, 2000, p.39. 
36
  Fadel Alsafaar, Democratic Government, foundations and methods, Dar Almohagaba Albaidaa, Beirut, 1997, p. 112. 
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others? “All rights given to man are the same to woman in Islam such as freedom of 
opinion, work, trade and all the other human rights”.37 Of these freedoms that Islam 
gave to woman are: 
1- Freedom of Jurisprudence and Learning: 
Jurisprudence is an open door, in Islam, to all who are suitable to it with condition of 
being Muslim, Adult and Prudent.38 Woman is not excluded from this freedom of 
jurisprudence, and it is not confined to man according to the verses of the Holy Quran 
and Prophet's traditions as follows: 
“…and when you are told :"Rise up", then rise up, and GOD will raise up in rank 
those of you who believe and who have been granted knowledge. And GOD is well 
aware of what you do.” Al-Mujadalah: 11. 
And Messenger of Allah “PBUH” said: “ The heart that does not contain some of 
wisdom is like a ruined house, learn, teach and do not die as illiterate because 
Allah will not forgive illiteracy” Related by Imam Muslim. In addition, the 
Messenger said: “ Seeking for knowledge is a religious obligation on each Muslim 
because knowledge helps person to obey and worship Allah perfectly, to link his 
kinship and to distinguish between prohibited and unprohibited actions”. 
Related by Imam Bukhari.  
All the above proofs do not exclude woman from seeking for knowledge, but the 
dogma is absolute which indicates that Islam granted woman freedom of learning and 
jurisprudence. In addition, the latest proof obligates woman to learn. 
2- Political Freedom: 
Imam Alsayed Mohammed Alhosainy Alsherazy, in his book, The Law, mentioned 
that Islam gave the political freedom to woman where he mentioned the opinions of  
his previous scholars and repulsed them as follows: 
As for the Holy Quran: The verse “Men are the supporters of women…” does not 
indicate but to the home affairs which requires management, therefore, Allah said in 
the same verse “..for what they have to provide”for women” from their resources...” 
An-Nisa: 34. 
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  Wahba Alzohaily, previous reference, p.257. 
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p.57. 
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As for Prophet's Traditions: There is no strong evidence that the Messenger said, " 
People which is governed by a woman will not succeed." , when he heard that Persia 
people is governed by daughter of Kesra. In addition, as mentioned in the Holy 
Quran, people of Pelqais, a woman, embraced Islam when they were governed by her 
and became correct people.  
As for Consensus of Muslim Legal Scholars, there is not a positive complete 
consensus on that affair. 
As for Intellectual ability, what they told that woman is emotional is correct, but she 
is also intellectual. And this is not enough evidence that she is not appropriate for 
policy.39 
3. Freedom of work and trade: 
There is no evidence that Islam prevents woman from work, and religious scholars 
gave a legal opinion, upon the legal evidences, that woman is permitted to work “ as 
for human rights such as freedom of opinion, work, trade and others, these rights 
should be given to woman as the same for man completely”.40 
But there is a matter that may be contradicted with her work which is her going out of 
her home without permission of her work, but this is confined to her home duties, if 
there is a contradiction between performing her home duties towards her family and 
work, the home duties should be a priority and not to leave her home to work without 
a permission of her husband because her home duties towards her family are a 
religious obligation. These are some rights that Islam granted to woman according to 
the subject of the thesis here.41 
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  The previous reference, p.45. 
40
  Alsayed Mohammed Alsherazy, The Law, previous reference, p.12. 
41
  Fadel, Democratic Government, previous reference, p.12. 
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Fourth Chapter  
 
Social work and political Development for 
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1. Introduction 
Woman empowerment and improvement of her position in the society in all political, 
economical, social, cultural, health and educational fields is the base of achieving 
sustainable development of society. In addition, increasing interest of the state of 
pregnant health field and providing education for all, especially females, will lead to 
woman empowerment to participate effectively and completely in social, political and 
economical fields to make the state able to utilize this human power to the maximum 
level through providing the suitable social atmosphere and opportunities equalization 
of all possible services. Depending upon the importance of woman's role in society, 
this research has performed to present woman's positions in Egyptian society and the 
role of social work in achieving woman political development and proper 
socialization. If we look at social work in Egyptian society especially, and in Arab 
society in general, we will find that it is related to society political movements and 
influenced by Capitalism and Socialism. Social Work was related to society to adjust 
its movement. We will find also that Social Work has been influenced by Radicalism 
and Leftists. all over the world and in developing countries especially. Moreover, 
Social Work has been influenced by different political parties and successive 
variables that existed in Arab developing societies especially Egyptian society. We 
find that Social Work appearance is related to civilized progress, industrial 
technology, modern social progress and the humans loss of social and human worm 
relations. So, the logical alternative was a new profession that emerged from human 
society to compensate that loss which derived from the abatement of family, culture 
and social structure roles in achieving self-efficient to encounter all man's problems. 
 We see that although woman has her political rights, she is still abstaining from 
effective political participation which declared by all Heavenly legislations and 
positive laws. Thus, the researcher considers that it is important to study this problem 
in a proper manner to achieve the prospected tasks of woman political development. 
This is to achieve the equilibrium because woman's registration in election schedules 
and election participation do not attain the prospected level, therefore, it is important 
to set a plan to activate and support woman's participation in political life. 
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2.  Social Work Profession 
Social Work is considered as a profession includes " a scientific and practical system 
that utilizes theories of Psychology and Sociology to solve issues and problems of the 
society". The methods of Social Work are formed on individual, collective and 
societal different levels. Social Work is characterized with great flexibility to transfer 
from a field to another, from a problem to another, and from a group to another, 
where it adapts its methods to deal without sensibility or hesitation with the renewing 
and changeable problems in the society. Social Work plays a role in facilitating the 
relation between individual and society through its movement between two poles, 
people and environment. Besides, Social Work participates in achieving social 
control and providing a level of social coherence enough to help society to continue 
and survive. Social Work helps in strengthening the socially and behaviorally 
acceptable models from one side. And from another side, it helps disordered 
individuals to solve their problems and increase their abilities to adjust with 
themselves and with their societies.42 
Socialists practice the profession in any of the fields upon the base of the 
philosophical framework of the profession and commitment with its principles, 
morals, norms and values. No doubt that, any specialist can be distinguished from his 
colleagues by his professional skills that can be used proficiently.  Social Work looks 
at man in a comprehensive vision, from different aspects and studies all influences, 
reactions and surrounding factors in " a planned scientific study". Social work does 
its efforts to eradicate obstacles and economical, cultural, health and spiritual hinders 
that may encounter man. This change is performed by specialists who are trained well 
by the specialized faculties and Institutes that provide them with a certain level of 
performance that enables them to realize the relation between man and others and his 
influence on others and others and society's influence on him. This to make 
specialists able to estimate the importance of the reaction among all factors 
surrounding man and their effect on forming the integrated personality. On another 
hand, Social Work, in addition to its interest with man, cares of " the prevailed 
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systems in the society and studies what may occur to them of change and makes to 
promote all authorities and organizations working in the fields of development and 
care." In addition, social work cooperates with all existed forces and systems and 
exchanges opinions and information with them in the framework of social service 
derived from popular participation. Social work too performs its professional function 
in the society through specialized social authorities concerned with such works. It is 
possible to say that Social Work is a profession that aims originally and basically at 
achieving welfare for best human life that are appropriate to prospects and needs of 
man, this to consolidate relations of cooperation among society individuals and 
abandoning relations of competition and conflict. It aims at achieving adaptation and 
mutual interaction between individuals and their social environments. To achieve 
this, social work uses a group of programs and organized activities. And it can 
manage to achieving its objectives successfully if it directs its services towards 
building guided social policy for the society to encounter all expected events.43 
Social work is a profession that is based on scientific method in the study and 
research. It also depends on planning through investigating truths, collecting and 
analyzing data and understanding social phenomena and problems which enables it to 
plan means of treatment and welfare to encounter problems of individuals, groups 
and societies. To achieve its objectives, social work cooperates with all human 
sciences and took a positive role in the different fields such as family, childhood, 
Youth, Hospital, school and rural, Bedouin and urban new societies…etc. in addition 
to the fields of socialization, care, prevention and treatment. Social work has a role in 
"Countries economics and their resources mobilization."44 
 
3. Social Work Function in Society 
Every human activity should have an objective to achieve it or it will be a sort of 
demagoguism as told Kant, the philosopher of Rationalism. Thorndike, the famous 
Psychologist, also said that every behavior has a certain target. In addition, William 
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James, the pioneer of Pragmatism, said that every activity or science investigates 
metaphysic illusions that do not achieve a benefit for the society, this activity is 
considered a futile one that wastes abilities of individuals, societies and policies in 
vain. 
Education's overall aim is socialization or what is known by psychologists with 
forming social self as a substitute for personal self. Medicine aims at a certain task 
which is ensuring individuals health, and Legal Profession aims at achieving justice. 
Pharmacology aims at producing medicines, while Mass Media aims at formulating 
public opinion. Policy aims at achieving freedoms……etc. 
Then, we inquire what are the function and aims of Social Work? 
The answer of this questions engaged many of persons since the establishment of 
social work profession at the beginning of the Twentieth century in the United States 
of America and other places. Opinions and ideas have been varied in this issue from 
identifying general aims, special aims, philosophical meanings and realistic 
meanings. The careful pursuing of these aims and meanings that sociologists 
mentioned in East and West, we will find that they began with what was known as 
helping needy persons and disabled as an individual or collective charity. Then, this 
assistance developed into helping individuals to adapt with their social environments, 
supporting individuals and groups abilities, achieving better life, improving social 
relations among people, achieving social welfare, achieving social justice, providing 
social work to solve problems and at last consolidating social systems. Social work is 
also considered as a means of social change to what is known as society systems. 
Arab writers also tried to give definitions to social work, some defined it as an 
activity aims at comprehensive social development, while others defined it as society 
reforming and organizing operations. A third writer defined social work as positive 
relations among society individuals. Therefore, we find that: 
1- profession objectives should be identified by the society in which profession is 
practiced, because it will not be considered as universal except the general 
meanings such as man's welfare, achieving better life which are all dull 
formulations used by many professions. 
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2- Therefore, it can have general objectives in each society as developing man 
socially, and special objectives such as care of disabled persons. 
3- Because the profession objectives are connected to local reality in all 
circumstances, they should be changeable according to society variables. 
4- These objectives should be flexible and relative because unlimited objectives 
are Platonic and imaginative ones. 
5- These objectives are protective, remedial and constructive.45 
 
There is also classification of Council of Social Work Education “CSWE” for Social 
Work Objectives as follows:46  
1- To keep, improve and promote social performance of individuals, families, 
groups, organizations and societies through helping them to perform certain 
tasks, decreasing threatening dangers and helping them to utilize the available 
resources. 
2- To plan and formulate social policies, and participating in presenting services 
and programs that meet main human needs  to support and develop human 
abilities. 
3- To empower groups exposed to danger in order to achieve social and 
economical justice through providing required services and programs and 
directing policies for the benefit of these groups. 
4- To choose and develop information and professional skills and relating them 
to social work or profession agents. 
 
National American of Social Workers "NASW" explained that Social Work has tri-
objectives because it ties to achieve the following: 
3 Remedial objectives: Social Work helps individuals, groups and societies to 
decrease or solve problems of maladjustment between them and their 
environments. 
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1994, p. 215. 
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3 Preventive objectives: Social Work identifies regions that are likely exposed to 
disequilibrium or maladjustment between individuals, groups and societies and 
their environments to prevent these disequilibrium and maladjustment. 
3 Developmental objectives: Social Work identifies, develop and improve 
abilities and possibilities of individuals, groups and societies to the maximum 
limit.47 
 
Social Work has functions and objectives in our Egyptian society, but firstly, I will 
present aspects of Egyptian society: 
1- Egyptian society is a developing one that has many accumulated severe 
economical, population, housing, unemployment, health, educational and 
political problems. 
2- It is still lack social policy ensures man's life when necessary as in all other 
societies. 
3- Lack of social institutions especially in the fields of social care for family and 
childhood. 
4- Society depends mostly on Governmental Institutions with its bad 
administrative bureaucracy and routine which hinder any evolution or 
innovation. 
5- Social Work practice depends graduates who obtained University or High 
Institutes degrees. 
6- Egyptian citizen is busy on his necessary daily needs and not European or 
American accessories. 
7- Although our people is characterized with individualism, illiteracy and 
negativism, it is a religious people governed behaviorally by creeds and 
values. 
8- Our developing society is characterized by excessive emotions and warm 
feelings unlike Western and American societies. Therefore, it is in need of 
organized emotional system to support mind and reality which progressed 
societies achieved. 
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9- Social Work profession has no central authorities to direct and guide it as in 
all Western and American societies. 
Consequently, the functions that Social Work profession can perform in our reality 
are identified as follows: 
1. Social Work and political system 
• To modify Egyptian citizen type from negativism to positivism because our 
society has limited possibilities and depends on human element. 
• To draw social policy that identifies development services and social care in 
the framework of society possibilities and moral values. 
• To establish more general and specialized Social Institutions “ Political and 
Economical”. 
• To coordinate between efforts of social development and economical 
development. 
• To establish a National Authority to supervise efforts of Social Work 
concerning identifying its functions and professional levels. 
• To support and guide current Social Institutions. 
• To unify and rationalize curricula of  Social Work Education to be appropriate 
to contemporary data and reality of Egyptian society. 
 
2. Remedial Functions 
• To support man's abilities to encounter daily-life, social and political 
problems. 
• To invest possibilities of individuals, groups and community, especially 
"Rural society". 
• To activate social life concerning individuals relations with each other and 
cooperation in collective work. 
• To coordinate among services of social care different institutions to develop 
social organization. 
• To invest faithful and moral values to support positive values to encounter 
negative types. 
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• To invest remaining abilities of disabled persons and energies of inactive 
persons to achieve better productive life. 
• To consolidate and affirm family relations in all fields. 
• To provide possible help to special classes, needy persons and aged 
individuals who lost necessaries of life. 
• To support objectives of secondary Institutions such as schools and hospitals 
through enriching them with social, human and political dimension that 
governs profession activity. 
• To utilize norms, religious values and morals to achieve welfare. 
• Social interference when disasters and crises.  
• To control prevailed deviant behaviors and rectify persons with social means. 
 
3.  Preventive Functions 
• Early discover and encounter different individual and societal problems with 
the help of other authorities. 
• To participate in filling up youngsters leisure time through constructive 
recreation programs. 
• To spread political awareness of public opinion with Egypt's contemporary 
problems and issues. 
• To use social value suitable to the age and to resist imported values. 
• To participate in religious guidance efforts to resist extremism and terrorism. 
• To participate in solving society problems "unemployment – housing" with 
technical methods and styles of Social Work.48 
 
4.  Social Work and Political Practice: 
Policy is a science which identifies governing system, relation between governor and 
governed and the duties of each party towards the other. But political work or 
diplomacy is "art of possibilities and availabilities and not hoping of impossibilities". 
Whereas human groups have the ability to legislate and rule their social, economical 
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life….etc., therefore, the first group in history created what is know Collective 
Governing  to manage affairs of tribes that included a limited number of persons 
living with each other a primitive life, seeking for water and food through hunting 
and moving from a place to another. When these tribes became big and the number of 
persons increased, their problems became more, therefore, Sheikhs appeared to 
manage tribes affairs. These tribes settled in certain regions to cultivate, exchange 
and perform individual marriage abandoning collective marriage and sexual 
communism. Then, their probems became more and their conflicts with other tribes, 
therefore, Sheikhs agreed to choose general governor of tribes, who was the Judge in 
conflicts and Commander in wars. This general governor has all legislative, Judicial 
and Executive powers, and has consultants to help him in managing all economical, 
educational and commercial affairs of the tribes. 
But with population increase, big cities, countries and nationalities appeared and the 
human relations became more complex where inside and outside conflicts appeared. 
Therefore, it became necessary for appearing new governing systems that represent 
people and manage the state affairs. So, the first written constitution in history 
appeared in Britain in 1105 A.D. which is known Magna Charta, the Latin name of 
"State Affairs".49  
Historians agree that this constitution was the true beginning to arrange relation 
between peoples and governments all over the world. Then, appeared the rule of 
"Governing people by people" which led to many political philosophies such as in 
works of Jan Jack Russo, the owner of Social Contract theory, Voltaire, Machiavelli, 
Edgar Stone and others. But last century has witnessed very important political 
changes when different opinions around " individual's right and society right" and the 
responsibility of each towards the other, appeared. At one side, there were those who 
advocate individual right at first because society is a group of individuals whose 
welfare will be reflected on society as a whole, supporters of this attitude were 
influenced by Adam Smith's Capitalism “Laissez Faire, Laissez Passe”. On the other 
hand, there were those who advocate for common society welfare before individual 
freedom, and the absolute rule should be for the sake of society in general, supporters 
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of this attitude were influenced by communists leaders such as San Simon, Forbie, 
Karl Marx, Nofbekov, Wozendrov and others. The communists advocated by giving 
all powers to governors and people should obey only. Further, San Simon mentioned 
that governing of all the world should be given to one government of geniuses who 
are able to achieve ideal management for the sake of peoples welfare.50 
Between this Conservative right which believe in individual at first, and Extremists of 
Radical left, different political parties appeared to support this side or that or to 
advocate a middle opinions. Individual welfare and society welfare became the 
ideology of the governing systems. Consequently, levels of social care varied to be 
suitable for the governing ideology in different shapes. Extreme Communism 
canceled the concept of Social Care from its philosophy advocating social problems 
are mere results of bad Capitalism which failed to achieve justice in society and 
created social problems as a result of classes conflict because the State failed to 
control production systems. In addition, Communism considered man's psychology, 
feelings and creeds are mere sophistication and illusion of Capitalism to make the 
individual as responsible for his problems and not the society. Consequently, Social 
Work flourished in Capitalistic and Democratic societies, while it declined in 
Communistic ones. Social Work was related to the governing party, while it 
flourished in the American society during the period of Democratic Party, it declined 
during period of Republic Party. And while it flourished in British society during the 
period of Labor Party more than during the period of Conservatives Party. In 1935, 
the famous Social Insurance Movement had been appeared after the international 
crisis in America during the governing period of Democratic Party, where Act of 
Assistance for Families with Dependent Children Veterans had been issued 
“A.F.D.C”51. This act provides care for handicapped persons, old warriors, 
unemployed persons, old aged, orphans and homeless persons. In addition, during the 
period of Labor Party in Britain, Beverage Act had been issued which consolidated 
stable rules for social work and social care. 
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Egypt's Modern History reflects the scope of social work and care influenced by 
governing political systems. In the ages of Islamic Caliphates, Social Work was 
spontaneous services such as Zakat “alms”, charity and free food for poor persons 
whereas humans know nothing about social insurance, contemporary family 
treatment or Mental and Psychological diseases. Also, personal and family problems 
were confined to simple life that can be solved through efforts of Mayor, Sheikh of 
region,  or preacher of mosque. 
During Fatimid period in Egypt, hospices, hospitals, orphanages and aged persons 
houses had been established. 
During French Campaign on Egypt, many homeless children appeared, therefore, an 
act had been issued to prevent them from begging. At the beginning of English 
Occupation on Egypt in 1882, a nongovernmental social movement appeared to help 
poor persons of Muslims and Christians till the first law of Juveniles Delinquency 
Care had been issued in 1905.52 
When Egypt became stable relatively during Monarchy period “King Fouad, King 
Farouk”, political parties increased and a Constitution had been issued in 1923. These 
conditions led to raising education level and woman's freedom, and the social work 
profession had been emerged in Egypt through Egyptian Society of Social Studies. 
Then, laws of Social Insurance and Insurance against accidents had been issued. 
Governmental and Nongovernmental Charitable Organizations had been spread and 
the Government supported any social work to prevent itself from Communism  
invasion that threatened most of the Developing Countries. 
Fear of Communism led Monarchy family to adopt all social activities in Egypt 
during the period between the two World Wars and after them. 
With July Revolution in 1952, the government directed towards Western Camp with 
its Socialism Ideology, therefore, social work decreased and became one of 
government's tasks to serve and protect revolution's objectives. Then after Revolution 
had been stabled, concept of "Social Justice" had appeared as one of the Revolution's 
six principles. But this slogan did not attain great success to the big society but some 
limited social benefits for labors and farmers. Then began the period of wars against 
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Israel which resulted in thousands of victims, widows and orphans. After that Egypt 
met an economical collapse which affected negatively on Social Work and its 
supreme objectives for people welfare. 
Social Work activities were confined to schools and lodgings according to ordains of 
Presidential Bodies to glorify their projects, policy and wars. Camps and trips were 
performed in certain regions that witnessed achievements of Revolution such as 
Liberation Directorate, High Dam in Aswan, Steel Factories in Helwan and so on. In 
addition, morning chants in schools were about Revolution's leaders. The trusted 
people became preferred to science men, therefore, creation and innovation 
declined.53 
Of all what is mentioned above, we can conclude that Social Work is a sensitive 
profession that is affected by political systems regarding their ideologies and 
methods in reality. 
Relation between Social Work and Political Systems are characterized with the 
following facts: 
1- Political System identifies objectives and philosophy of Social Work in the 
framework of general ideology of society, Capitalism, Communism, 
Socialism, Anarchism or Religious. 
2- Social Work objectives and methods are not affected only by Ideology but 
also by how the State applies this Ideology. Although, Western Countries 
belong to Capitalism  and Democracy Ideology , Social Work nature is 
different from a country to the other because of organizational, traditional, 
cultural, economical and administrative factors. Britain applied its social 
services according to its historical traditions and economical crises. While 
France's Social Work was confined to certain fields such as  children, 
foundlings, unemployed persons, villagers and immigrants from North Africa. 
In American society, Social Work extended to all fields, sects and classes and 
concentrated its nongovernmental efforts on caring of different races of 
American society. Those countries also differed among themselves in 
education of preparing social worker and curricula that are appropriate to 
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political reality of each country. The absolute un-centralized system of 
American society led to different methods of preparing social worker from a 
province to another according to its laws and constitution. 
3- There is a mutual profitable relation between political system and social 
work. While Social Work is a good interface that beautifies governing system 
in front of other competing parties, the governing system supports it in 
society. 
4- Stable governing system leads to similar stable activities of social work and 
vice versa. 
5- Social Policy subject in Social Work faculties in the United States of America 
is considered the connection between the governing party's policy and 
legislations and organizations of Social Work. 
6- Political Parties are considered as Power Centers and possibilities that Social 
Work can invest in developing communities. 
7- Political Leaders in community are considered as main leaders on whom 
Local and National Social Organizer can depend to facilitate available 
services and resources or issuing required social legislations. 
8- Political System identifies scientific theories that are used by Social Work 
and eliminates those theories that are contradicted with the system. 
9- Political System affects citizen type and his problems nature, which forces 
Social Work to modify its methods to be appropriate with these types. 
Comprehensive Systems resulted in hard, suspecting and isolating types. In 
this attitude, Edgar Stone mentioned in his study on German Citizen after 
unifying its two halves, communist and democratic, that Communism system 
managed to make citizen more selfish, does not trust others and fears of 
unknown.54 
It is known that Social Work profession is a result of society to meet its requirements. 
There is a weak coherence between function and objectives of Social Work and Civil 
Society's Institutions and Machineries that work to satisfy requirements of social care 
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and welfare. Social Work was the first to manage  and activate these organizations 
inside society till there is a connection between objectives of these organizations and 
requirements of social work. 
A – Work with Civil Society's Organizations: 
1- Woman's National Council 
Woman's National Council has been established by a Presidential Decree No. 90 in 
2000, as an independent authority to improve Egyptian's woman situation. This was a 
natural thing to happen because of National and International changes and to help 
woman to participate in political, economical and social development. 
Functions of Woman's National Council are: 
 
A – Policies and discussion analysis at level of making decision through: 
1- To combine woman's issues and methods of dealing with them into Development 
planning set. 
2- To analyze laws and legislations to estimate their effects on woman's position.  
3- To identify social services that aim at improving woman's situation. 
4- To put woman's issues on top of Government's Agenda. 
5- To increase awareness of gender differences in all fields to confront them. 
 
B – Planning to involve gender: 
1- To develop national governmental abilities to be able to plan for social gender. 
2- To support abilities of execution and supervision. 
3- To put national strategy to introduce woman through concerned Ministries. 
4- To distribute required financial resources justly. 
5- To raise technical abilities of gender planning makers in different ministries, 
sectors and regions in the scope of National Development plan. 
 
C – Establishment of communication network to be able to: 
1- Influence on Legislative Authorities responsible for supporting woman's issues. 
2- Spread information to be available to development partners. 
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3- Reach governmental bodies including Universities, Research Institutions and 
Private Sector. 
4- To represent Egypt in all subjects relevant to woman in all International, Regional 
and Local conferences. 
D – Exchanging ideas and raising awareness through: 
1- increasing social awareness of woman's issue. 
2- establishing broad base to support woman's vital role in society. 
3- using all possible channels of communication. 
4- admitting that Mass Media is important element to spread awareness, formulate 
thought and opinions of society and change and modify incorrect picture of woman. 
5- managing social campaigns of specific subjects to encourage woman to participate 
politically. 
 
E – Developing abilities and training through: 
1- To increase awareness of governmental bodies concerning gender issues and 
combining them in the general system. 
2- To develop abilities of the Council's employees and development partners to 
analyze gender and regarding execution, supervision and evaluation. 
3- To train on planning social gender in the state comprehensive development plans. 
4- To present training programs to develop woman's skills in all different fields. 
 
F – Researches, Documentation and Publishing aiming at: 
1- analyzing and studying Egyptian woman's position to diagnoses certain 
phenomena. 
2- performing researches to identify requirements. 
3- utilizing efforts of Research Institutions in Ministries, Universities, and Private 
Sector to perform the biggest part of studies. 
4- encouraging Academic Research Work to increase reorganization of woman's 
issues. 
5- publishing findings of studies and reports of researches to be available to 
governmental organizations. 
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G – Experimental activities: 
The Council performs a limited number of projects that aim at testing certain 
thoughts relevant to objectives and responsibilities of the Council. Funding of these 
activities are collected from the Council budget or foreign resources.55 
 
2-Ministry of Social Affairs “Productive Families” 
Productive Families project is considered one of leading projects in the field of 
presenting very small projects for Egyptian woman to contribute to confronting 
poverty, raise her standard of living and in addition to utilize handcrafts skills at all 
Egypt's geographical regions. The number of families beneficiary of the project since 
its beginning in 1964 till 2005 reached 1.7 Million families that obtain main funding 
from the State, Social Fund, Nongovernmental Organizations and other foreign 
resources. The project provides many services such as fund, training, marketing and 
technical guidance through Center of Designing Patterns and Training on rural 
activities. Although , there are bout 34 thousand centers all over the Republic, they 
are in need of renewing and evaluating. And there is a necessity of connecting these 
projects to market requirements. This means that there is a necessity of correct 
infeasibility studies and coordination with concerned ministries and civil society in 
determining required projects and training plans. In addition to developing 
machineries of developing Egyptian woman and providing flexible funds.56 
 
3-Nongovernmental Organizations Role: 
Nongovernmental Organizations are considered as an important instrument to support 
small and very small projects because of their nearness to the targeted classes and 
their ability to supervise the project to make it succeeds. Nongovernmental 
Organizations obtain funding from Social Fund, Ministries, Banks and  Granting 
Associations. Nongovernmental Organizations have achieved success in the field of 
giving loans for small and very small projects of women, individually or collectively. 
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Though, the ratio of  loans given to woman is still limited which requires more efforts 
for the sake of woman especially woman responsible for children, handicapped 
children, graduates of Commercial Technical Education and others. 
 
3 Increasing Propaganda Space for Woman: 
The State does its best to increase citizens awareness with woman's important role in 
political process and development, and Mass Media is considered the most important 
means that can influence citizens and increase their awareness because many people 
watch TV programs. Therefore, it is necessary to specify good space of time for 
woman on channels and programs on Egyptian TV to discuss the most important 
subjects relevant to woman especially those aiming at increasing woman's awareness 
of different society problems and their bad effects.57 
 
B – Work with Society Leaders: 
Rural Development Governmental and Nongovernmental leaders in society are 
considered the most important pillars  of development, because they are the 
stimulators of groups life in society. Therefore, it is necessary to discover, prepare, 
train and develop them, and distribute roles on them. 
The most important subjects of achieving rural development are: 
1- To form committees that gather these leaders according to harmony in age, 
gender and cultural level. These committees should motivate these leaders to 
participate in development programs and projects. It is suggested also to 
prepare programs appropriate for each committee to achieve the following: 
a. To provide each class with information relevant to the project with a 
means suitable to class's cultural level. 
b. To support those leaders with general awareness of development and its 
programs and projects. 
c. To exchange experiences and opinions, and studying difficulties and 
problems that may encounter those leaders. 
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2- To put an effective system to encourage and motivate those leaders to perform 
their roles in developing society. 
3- Social Worker should supervise and guide those leaders. In addition, he should 
follow the results that they achieve in periodical meetings. 
4- We recommend choosing governmental leaders from people of the region who 
have the required qualifications avoiding the current systems of distributing 
governmental leaders according to their order of graduation or any 
administrative routines in order to ensure stability in society and to invest their 
feeling of loyalty to their society. 
5- To provide compensations, bonus, and good housing for society local leaders 
and their families. In addition, they should have moral incentives such as 
promotions, exchanging learners and scholarships for them. 
6- To give opportunity for youth to participate with their energies and ambitions 
with an effective and positive role in all fields of development.58 
 
5. Machineries of Woman Political Empowerment from Social Work 
Prospective: 
Science became the most prominent trait of our age, therefore any plan, program or 
project should be proceeded by researches and studies of the society according to 
proper scientific methods with help of technicians and popular leaders. Hence, we 
will present Machineries of Woman Political Empowerment from Social Work 
Prospective as follows: 
A – To urge woman participation in setting social policy, social planning, making 
decisions and supervision of  social development plans and programs. 
B – To provide socialization to help youth to acquire values and contemporary 
attitudes that consolidate society modernization with keeping values and attitudes 
relevant to culture and inheritance of Egyptian society.59 
C – To help women to acquire behavioral skills that make them able to depend upon 
themselves in solving problems that may encounter them. 
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D – To increase individual's share of national income through urging women to 
participate in real services that increase real production. 
E – To eradicate obstacles that may hinder real production increase to help national 
economy to flourish. 
F – To identify common problems in society to overcome and elevate them using 
woman's methods and techniques. 
G – To help local leaders and community to encounter, resist and overcome 
destructive ideas and traditional common attitudes that may create tension in society 
through cooperative team work. 
H – To prepare various educational programs considering various situations and 
objectives to meet woman's needs. 
I – To choose methods of learning to achieve positive participation by society. 
J – To prepare woman to accept changes and helping her to acquire new skills and 
attitudes to be able to perform her role in a better manner. 
K – To set long-term national policy of development according to rates appropriate 
with society ambitions and woman's abilities. 
L – To execute comprehensive social researches for population, economical and 
educational aspects of society, social relations, common attitudes and values and 
existed productive social institutions in a detailed way using scientific method. 
M – To adapt between practical problems and subjects relevant to development and 
teaching methods and scientific references to satisfy increased needs in this field. In 
addition, to encourage performing specialized Higher Studies in subjects of woman 
development and granting scientific degrees depending on field researches connected 
to what is existed in society.60 
 
6. Suggestions of woman empowerment and support politically from social work 
prospective  
As we showed before, Social Work aims at satisfying main needs and solving social 
and political problems of individuals, group and society through using different 
professional methods. Social Work deals with rural local community, national society 
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and existing social systems to achieve aims of these organizations such as 
educational, health, creation and political systems. We see that we should work with 
existing political systems because they are considered the oldest social systems and 
they have the power of making decisions relevant to society. But we also warn that 
depending only on the political systems in the developing countries is a dangerous 
thing because these countries are full of economical, social and political problems 
and have no certain ideology.  
Some see that Social Work practice regarding woman political work has meeting 
points with political systems, where both of them concentrate on human dignity 
“woman's dignity” and his rights in determining his future. These are the slogans that 
political systems in the developing countries held to acquire support of all society 
classes. But there are many social, economical and political problems relevant to 
leaders of society and people themselves. But Social Work is concerned with political 
participation by social leaders and citizens alike. Social Work seeks to train and 
encourage them to make decisions and participate politically through giving them the 
opportunity to held different social responsibilities. 
The suggestions are :61 
1- To cancel obstacles that may hinder political participation and setting equality 
articles in the Constitution. 
2- To ask political parties to take procedures that facilitate achieving equal 
participation between man and woman. 
3- To establish National authorities, committees and councils for women, and 
investigating national and international conditions relevant to human and 
woman rights. 
4- To modify some legislations and policies to minimize the gap between man 
and woman. 
5- To improve Codes of Penalty, Social Affairs, Nationality, Labor and Taxation 
because all these codes affect woman situation legally and economically. 
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6- To refute common beliefs and traditions relevant to social gender that may 
prevent woman from her right of choosing, or expose her to dangers. 
7- To direct parties leaders towards the importance of choosing good female 
cadres to spread awareness of woman participation in political life. 
8- To provide dependent Feminine Organizations to express and defend woman's 
issues. In addition, Woman National Council's role should be developed. 
9- To specify certain ratio of Parliament positions for women, whether through 
appointing or agreement between government and parties to nominate women 
in different constituencies.  
10- To reformulate democracy concept from a feminine prospective to give more 
chances to feminine public. 
11- To recognize reasons that made women avoid political participation through 
counting women registered in election lists and those who participate actually 
comparing them to men's participation. 
 
7.  Previous Studies: 
1- Tahany Hassan Alkaiial Study “2006” entitled: 
Woman Political Participation in Alexandria Governorate. This study presents 
theoretical show about historical Egyptian Woman's Political Participation, the actual 
political participation of Alexandrian woman and her attitudes towards values and 
ideas relevant to her issues. The study applied a research form on a random sample of 
500 cases in Alexandria governorate using interview. Data analysis depended on four 
regions: “A” Urban region, “B” Environs of Urban region, “C” Middle of Arable 
region, and “D” Arable and Bedouin region. 
The study findings are the following: 
- The important fields of Alexandrian woman's political participation are forums 
and discussions. 
- Woman's participation in voting, election and membership of political parties 
is with little ratio in the regions of research. 
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- Woman's positive role in solving society problems is limited in shapes of 
voluntary individual efforts or joining official and nongovernmental social 
institutions. 
The study also tried to recognize woman's attitudes towards the following subjects: 
- Scope of woman's consideration of people's problems. 
- Participation in discussing society problems. 
- Methods of dealing with problems. 
- Participation in activities of social units and political awareness through 
chances in front of her to participate in political activities. 
- Woman's utilization of available chances to practice her political rights. 
- Woman's recognition of existing political parties names. 
- Range of woman's success in Leadership positions that she assumed and 
evaluating her political role in society. 
 
2- Enaas Ghazal Study “2006” entitled: 
Woman's Political Culture in Egyptian Society: Explorative Study. The study 
objectives met its  following main inquiries: 
What are variables that affect each component of woman's political culture 
components? What is the effect of family obstacles and societal values in political 
culture components? What is the nature of mutual relation among political culture 
components?  
The study has been applied on a sample of 228 cases using investigation form and 
interview at Monofya and Alexandria governorates. The study's findings are: 
- raising of woman's political awareness ration is joined with reduction of her 
political participation in the study group. 
- Social, educational, cultural and economical levels have no high spiritual 
effect on woman's political culture components. Cultural and educational 
levels influenced only on woman's societal participation degree. 
-  There is a reverse relation between social, economical and cultural levels and 
woman's social participation. This means that woman's political participation 
ration increases for those who have low social and cultural levels. And this 
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assures that programs of raising woman's cultural and educational levels have 
no effect on raising woman's political awareness, otherwise these programs 
consolidated original societal values through using more effective means. 
- Mass Media has no effect on woman's political and societal participation. 
Therefore, Media programs should concentrate on spreading political 
awareness. 
 
3 .Nahla Ibrahim Study “2006” entitled: 
Egyptian Woman's Political Participation between Globalization challenges and 
contradictions of political reality. 
The study described and analyzed political reformation in general and woman's 
political participation in particular, under lights of international changes of 11th 
September, 2002, trials one pole domination, claims of democratic changes in the 
region, trials of Egyptian government to achieve political reformation and activating 
woman's political participation. The study tries to observe and analyze the 
contradiction between American policy towards democracy issue and political 
participation of the eliminated intellectual attitudes including woman. In addition, the 
study reveals foreign and American pressures and not activating Egyptian woman's 
political participation by political authority.  
The study is divided into four sections, the first represents definition of political 
participation, difference between theory and application, relation between 
democratic participation and political reformation and citizenship rights as a main 
step to achieve sustainable development. The second section observes size, fields 
and obstacles of Egyptian woman political participation through a critical analysis 
of American administration true attitude towards democracy, political reformation 
and political participation of eliminated trends. 
 
4. Amany Ali Mohammed Mohammed Study entitled: 
Rural Woman's role in developing rural community in Ismailia governorate. 
The study aims at recognizing rural woman's role in developing rural community, her 
role in some agricultural fields, limitative factors of her role and problems that limit 
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her participation. The sample is consisted of 175 women. The study findings proved 
that a big ratio of the samples participate in the agricultural process and there are 
some problems that hinder rural woman to participate in development such as 
husband and sons who refuse her work or participation in development process. 
Our study agrees with some of these studies and disagrees with others, but there 
is a common factor among us which is the necessity of developing woman's 
political participation. 
 
5. Manal Talat Mahmoud Study “2006” entitled: 
Nongovernmental Organizations and Woman's Empowerment to participate in 
developing community. 
The study shows the importance of Nongovernmental Organizations role, in Egypt 
today, in activating woman's positive participation in different fields of life, which 
may help in developing and promoting society.  
The study's inquires are in three main points: 
How can woman participate in developing local community? What are the obstacles 
that may encounter her in this field? What are the required suggestions to activate her 
role?  
The study has been applied on 50 cases through using social survey method in the 
descriptive study. 
The study concluded the following: 
- To set all guaranties to support woman's productive projects. 
- To encounter marketing difficulties. 
- To ensure improving educational results in quantity and quality. 
- To establish specialized organizations in the fields of training at 
administrative, technical and funding levels.  
- To provide funding, loans for woman's small projects. 
- To create database to help in drawing policies of supporting woman 
economically. 
At last, the study represents the contradictions of political reality and Egyptian 
woman's political participation. 
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1.  Type of the study: 
The current study aims at specifying the problem of political awareness development 
of working rural woman from the social work prospective. In addition, it aims at 
studying the problem's surrounding circumstances, i.e. revealing current facts that are 
relevant to a phenomenon,  situation or a group of individuals with registering its 
indications and characteristics to classify them and revealing their connection to other 
variables in order to describe this phenomenon accurately and comprehensively from 
its all sides. This is to indicate to its different dimensions. Therefore, the current 
study is  a descriptive study.  
The current descriptive study does not concern only with data and facts, but also it 
classifies these facts and data and analyzes them to extract their complications in 
quantity and quality to reach final results that can be achieved. It is assumed that 
descriptive studies have enough data about political development of rural woman 
from the social work prospective. 
These available data are from some previous studies performed at the similar fields. 
These studies are considered as explorative studies that facilitate the way to the 
researcher and draw a general picture for the problem. They also provide him with 
information that may help him to choose accurately the problem, select its fields, 
identify its procedures and his objectives and the characteristics of his sample. It is 
noticeable that these classification systems represent the first level of theorization 
levels. Here, we can realize the strong relation between purposes of science. The 
description and classification facilitate the way in front of interpretation which in turn 
enables us to predict. Consequently, it is not possible to ignore description as a 
purpose of those that researchers seek to achieve in their researches. We should put in 
mind that the great majority of researches in Social sciences till now are still but 
descriptive researches. 
 
2.  Method of The study 
As the current study is a descriptive one, therefore the appropriate method , from the 
researcher's point of view, is the Social Survey Method. Social Survey Method is 
considered the most common method of scientific research internationally. In 
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addition, the Social Survey permits obtaining knowledge to be invested later through 
plans and programs to improve the situations of rural woman and develop her 
political and social awareness or changing undesirable social situations that may 
social survey reveals with other desirable ones depending upon information of social 
survey. 
Social survey is considered a methodological tool to depict social reality through 
what it provides of data that can be used to treat all or some of defects illustrated in 
the resulted picture by social survey at the nearest chance. 
Social Survey Method is considered one of the main methods that are used in social 
researches to describe the social phenomenon as a subject of the study through 
classified and analyzed information and submitting them to accurate scientific study. 
Social Survey is a method of collecting information about certain group in a certain 
environment concerning their living, social, health an economical circumstances. 
Through available literature, it became evident that social survey is distinguished 
with: 
1- Concentrating on the present situations of political awareness development of 
working rural woman. 
2- Considering the detailed description of the studied units of woman political 
development. 
3- Representing the studied units accurately as much as possible, whether by 
using comprehensive calculation of studying social units or designing  codified 
samples of the phenomenon characteristics on which the survey samples 
concentrate. 
4- Social survey concerning the subject of the current study is nearer in its 
objectives to direct social, personal and reformative objectives. 
 
3. Tools of the study  
Instrument is the tool used in collecting, classifying and scheduling data. There are 
many instruments used to collect data. It is possible to use many of these instruments 
together in the same research to avoid defects of one of them. To study the 
phenomenon of political development of rural woman from social work prospective 
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from all sides, it is necessary to evaluate different instruments of collecting data 
concerning the efficiency of each to the function for which the instrument is chosen. 
The researcher's choice of the instrument for collecting data depends on many factors, 
some of them may be appropriate to some situations and researches but may not be 
appropriate to others. 
The researcher used the research form "Questionnaire form" in the current study 
because it is a good instrument of collecting information relevant to the current study 
subject which interfered with life affairs which need to be collected directly from 
examinees life where the examinee fills the blanks existed in the questionnaire 
document. Then, the researcher executes the questionnaire through adapting the 
examinee and overcoming the communication problems to achieve clear 
understanding of the questions. The purpose is to interpret the answers and create 
personal interaction between the examinee and the researcher. The form included 
quantitative formulations that are appropriate to the nature of the study and ensure 
obtaining the opinion of the examinee subjectively. The researcher considered the 
methodological procedures in the research form and followed the scientific steps. 
Questionnaire simply is defined as "a group of questions prepared definitely, sent by 
post mail or handed to selected persons to register their answers on the questions 
document and then return it again. 
Questionnaire is also defined as a simple and direct verbal instrument aims at 
recognizing the examinees experiences and attitudes towards a certain subject 
through asking arranged and formulated questions that may be applied personally by 
the examinee or with the help of the researcher. 
Questionnaire, as an instrument of collecting data, is distinguished from other 
instruments by the following: 
1- Low cost, time and effort done when using it compared to other instruments 
such as interview. 
2- Some questionnaire avoid the examinees to feel with embarrassment of 
meeting face to face which provides spontaneous answer. 
3- Its results are easy to be analyzed in quantity and counting rather than other 
instruments such as interview and observation. 
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4- Questionnaire provides individuals with enough time to answer the questions. 
5- Questions of questionnaire can not be changed or modified “at the end, they 
will still as they are in the form” 
6- Questionnaire does not need to a big number of researchers or data collectors. 
7- Questionnaire helps to recognize believes, attitudes and feelings of the 
examinee. 
8- Questionnaire document can be sent to those who are not easy to meet such as 
Officials, Businessmen …etc. 
9- The research can include a broad geographic region without any more 
expenditure. 
10- Questionnaire helps to avoid the examinee finds the researcher unpleasant and 
stop to cooperate with him. 
Questionnaire form has been designed depending on the following main points: 
1- primary data 
2- cognitive side of political awareness of working rural woman which is 
represented in the questions “ 11, 12, 13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 
29, 30, 31, 32, 33” 
3- practice side in the political life of working rural woman which is represented 
in questions “9,10, 14, 15, 17, 34, 35” 
4- obstacles of political development of working rural woman which are 
represented in questions “ 16, 18, 36, 37, 38, 39” 
5- suggestions of political development of working rural woman which are 
represented in question No. “41”. 
The researcher prepared the final formulation of the research form questions 
depending on the questions revolving method to avoid putting the examinee under the 
effect of logical sequence of questions or the specific framework of questions which 
may compel the examinee sometimes to give stereotyped answers without thinking. 
The researcher also depended on direct interviews through random home visits for 
examinees and communicating them at their homes. The supporters of the researcher 
were his father and his younger sister who supported him to complete his research. 
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Validity and Reliability coefficient of the research form: 
The superficial validity of the research form has been tested through showing it to a 
group of arbitrators 62, which consisted of “10” Professors and Assistant Professor in 
the different general majors of Social Work, Sociology, Social planning and Policy at 
Mansoura University, Tanta University and Social Work Institute in Kafr Alsheikh. 
The arbitrators were asked to estimate the extent of the research form including of 
political awareness development of working rural woman from social work 
prospective in Egypt and evaluating the accuracy of the language. In addition, they 
were asked to suggest what they consider it appropriate of ideas, adding paragraphs 
or canceling inappropriate paragraphs. Then, they gave us the form after performing 
the required cancellation, modification and addition to the content of the form which 
has been reedited in its final formulation according to arbitrator's suggestions and 
opinions. The researcher also verified the reliability of the research form by applying 
and reapplying the form on a sample of the research group of the different classes of 
the society on 1/6/2007. After that the researcher reapplied the second experiment of 
the instrument on the same sample after fifteen days of the first experimental 
application on 15/6/2007. The objective experimenting the measuring form on this 
sample was to ensure the clearness of passages, phrases and instructions of the form 
through relative similarity and their responses in the first and second experimental 
applications, which has been calculated by using the following reliability coefficient:  
ΣXY – “Σ X*Σ Y/N” Reliability coefficient =  
“ΣX2 -ΣX2/N” “Σ Y - Σ Y2/N” 
The value of reliability coefficient of the form content was between “0.802” and 
“0.862” with average of “0.832”, and this indicates the validity and reliability of the 
form. 
 
 
 
                                                
62
  Arbitration Body, Prof. Dr./ Abdelmonem Alsanhory Prof. Dr./ Ashraf A. Mogahed  Consultant/ Hesham 
Elkarmoti       Prof. Dr./ Sobhy Alkafory    Prof. Dr./Mohammed Amer  
Prof. Dr./ Yasser Alkhawaja                     Prof. Dr./ Mohammed Khalil Alhamzawy   
Prof. Dr./ Maher Sakran Prof. Dr. / Alsaeed Ahmed Moghazy  Prof. Dr./ Khairy Almoghazy  
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4.  Fields of the study 
- Place: The chosen location of the research was Bousat Karim Eldin, a 
one village of Dakahlia Governorate, followed to Sherbin District, for 
the following reasons:  
1- Similarity between Village and Republic comes from: 
A – Population density. 
B – Development rate. 
C – Illiteracy ratio. 
D – Political Life participation range. 
E – Government Employments participation range…………etc. 
F – Demographic characteristics. 
  
2- The researcher managed to convince the village leaders with developing the 
political awareness of woman and utilizing the study findings. 
3- The researcher observed a big number of the village women who have no 
election cards. 
4- The researcher observed a big number of the village women who did not 
participate in public elections. 
5- There is multi-parties system at the village but women do not participate in any 
of them. 
6- The researcher knows well the village community. 
7- The village has a great effect on the nearby villages. 
Dakahlia Governorate 
This governorate locates at North-East of Delta region in Egypt. Its capital is 
Mansoura city. The Governorate population reaches 5 Million persons which makes 
it the most crowded governorate in Egypt. Dakahlia was named with this title because 
of the name of an old village Dakahla which is a small village followed to Zarka 
district, Governorate of Demytta. Dakahlia governorate locates at North-East of Delta 
of the Nile river around Demytta river branch. It is bordered from the East by 
Sharkeia governorate, from the West by Gharbeia governorate, from the North by 
Mediterranean sea, from North-East by Demytta governorate, at North-West by Kafr 
Alsheikh governorate and at South by Qalubeia governorate, between latitudes 30.5 
and 31.5 North, and between longitudes 30 and 32 East. 
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Area: 
The total area of Dakahlia governorate is 3.459 Kilometer square. 
Population: 
Population of Dakahlia governorate on 1/1/2005 were “4.946.961 persons” with a 
ratio of 7% of total population of the Republic of Egypt “Fourth rate”. Population 
growth reached 1.9%. 
Administrative sections: 
The governorate includes “16” Districts, “3” cities, “110” Local Units which include 
336 villages and 2072 manors. 
Sherbin  
It is one of Dakahlia governorate districts. It locates at North of the governorate, 
South of Demytta governorate and West of the Nile River. Its area is 2100 kilometer 
square. Its population are 93800 persons according to census on 1/1/2005. The ratio 
of illiteracy in it is 43%. Its main followed villages are Bousat Karim Eldin, Mehala 
Engak, Alssadei, Dengway, Kafr Aldabousy, Alahmadei, Kafr Alhataba and Kafr 
Alsheikh Ateia. 
Sherbin's Fame: 
It is famous with cotton ginning, forages, furniture, rice preparation, agriculture and 
trade. 
Bousat Karim Eldin 
Bousat Karim Eldin is located at South of Sherbin city. Its population are 19.724 
persons which make it the most crowded village followed to Sherbin city. It is called 
with its name because the first person who resided in its place was a rich generous 
man named Karim Eldin. Its borders are Demytta Nile branch at North, Negeer 
village at South, Sheremsah village at East and Kafr Alqebab village at West. 
Area: 
The total area of Bousat Karim Eldin village is 18.750 Kilometers square. 
Population: 
Population of Bousat Karim Eldin village on 1/1/2005 are “19.724 persons”, males 
are 9824 while females are 8900 persons. 
Population density: 
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19.45 persons/ a kilometer square. 
Population Growth: 
1.9% 
Illiteracy ratio is 35% above age of 15 years. 
Village Fame: 
- Industrial activity:  120 institutions – 6 thousand workers. 
- Handicraft activity:  350 licensed workshops – 112 unlicensed 
workshops. 
- Agricultural activity:  cultivated lands are 3499 Acres – total field area is 
3598 acres. 
Industries:  
Rice preparation and furniture. 
Administrative sections: 
1 Local Unit   -   2 villages  - 8 Manors – 9 Sheiakha  
Human field: 
This study has been performed on a sample of the village women of 1335 ladies 
which were chosen randomly, while total number of the village women are 8900 
ladies. The random sample has been drawn with a ratio of 15% of the total number of 
the village females. 
Time Field: 
The study has been performed during the period from 15/6/2007 to 15/8/2007, the 
period of collecting data. 
 
5. Inquiries of the study 
1- what are the demographic characteristics of the study society? 
2- What are the political awareness limitations of working rural woman? 
3- What are the aspects of rural woman political practice? 
4- What are the obstacles of rural woman political development? 
5- What are the suggestions of working rural woman for developing her political 
awareness?  
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Data presentation, interpretation and analysis.   
 
The researcher applied the research tool “Questionnaire form” on the study society 
which amounted to 1335 individuals who reside at Bousat Karim Eldin, a main 
village followed by many small villages. The study findings can be presented as 
follows: 
Firstly: Demographic characteristics of the study society: 
1- Age: the following table shows age of examinees as follows: 
Table No. “1” shows age of the study sample 
Statement Frequency % 
20 – 
30 – 
40 – 
50 – 
60 and above 
693 
334 
199 
90 
19 
51.91 
25.02 
14.9 
6.75 
1.42 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “1” shows the study sample distribution regarding age where it 
became clear that 51.91% of examinees lie at the age group 20 – 30, and the age 
group 30 – 40 with ratio of 25.02%, after that the age group 40 – 50 with ratio of 
14.9%, then the age group 50 – 60 with ratio of 6.75%. At last, the age group 60 and 
above came at the latest with a ratio of 1.42%. 
Through quantitative data presentation, the great majority of female examinees lies in 
the age group 20 – 30, and this stage represents youth which interprets the raised ratio 
of youth in Egyptian society. 
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2- Marital Status: 
Table No. “2” shows the marital status of the study sample 
Statement Frequency % 
Unmarried  
Married  
Divorced  
Widow  
589 
680 
40 
26 
44.12 
50.94 
2.99 
1.95 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “2” shows the study sample distribution regarding marital status with 
ratio of 50.94% of married female examinees, followed by unmarried with ratio of 
44.12%, then divorced with ratio of 2.99%, at last widows with ratio of 1.95%. 
Through quantitative data presentation, it became clear that married ration reaches to 
unmarried ratio. This indicates that there are changes occur in the society topographic 
nature concerning increasing of unmarried number and delaying of marriage because 
of low income which leads to youth marriage delaying. 
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3- Educational Level: 
The following table shows educational level of female examinees: 
Table No. “3” shows educational level of the study sample 
Statement Frequency % 
Illiterate  
Diploma  
High Diploma 
University Degree 
400 
570 
210 
155 
29.96 
42.69 
15.75 
11.6 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “3” shows the study sample distribution regarding educational level 
where a ratio of 42.69% of the study sample obtained Diploma Certificate, while 
29.96% of the study sample are illiterate, and there is a ratio of 15.74% obtained 
High Diploma Certificate. Therefore, there is a very great ratio of 58.43% is under 
University degree which indicates that Higher Education ratio in the study sample is 
restricted, and this may cause affect on the study variables. While, a ratio of 11.6% of 
the study sample obtained University degree which is a lower ratio compared to other 
ratios, especially ratio of illiterates which increases significantly in the sample. The 
table in general shows the following: 
• Increasing of illiterates ratio in the study sample. 
• Increasing of who obtained under University degree certificates. 
This may be relevant to woman's political participation and her attitudes towards 
development. 
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4- What is the nature of work you have done? 
The following table shows work nature of female examinees : 
Table No. “4” shows work nature of the study sample 
Statement Frequency % 
Daily wage work 
Casual work 
Regularly work 
570 
400 
365 
42.69 
29.96 
27.35 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “4” shows distribution of the study sample regarding work nature 
where it became clear that a ratio of 42.69% of feminine examinees do daily wage 
work, then a ratio of 29.96% perform a casual work, and this indicates that there is a 
great ratio of the research group has no regular work which may affect negatively the 
political and demographic life in the society. The latest is those who perform regular 
work with a ratio of 27.35% which is a very low ratio compared to the other ratios. 
Through quantitative data presentation, it became clear that great majority of female 
examinees has no regular work which may affect negatively the positive participation 
in political and social life because of lack of their stability in their works. 
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5- What type of work do you perform? 
The following table shows the work type that female examinees perform: 
Table No. “5” shows the work type of the study sample 
Statement Frequency % 
Handcraft  
Office work 
Technical work 
900 
148 
287 
67.42 
11.08 
21.5 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “5” shows the study sample distribution regarding work type where 
it became clear that a ratio of 67.42% of the study sample performs handcraft, at the 
second rate come those who perform technical work with a ratio of 21.5% of the 
study sample. At the latest rate come those who perform office work with a ratio of 
11.08% of the study sample. 
Through quantitative data presentation, it became clear that great majority of the 
study sample perform handcrafts which may affect negatively the female examinees 
understanding of political participation process because a great ratio of them perform 
works that are not suitable with their educational qualifications, because of lack of 
true opportunities for youth that are suitable with their educational qualifications. 
This may force youth to perform any work or profession. 
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6- What time do you work at? 
The following table shows time female examinees work at: 
Table No. “6” shows time of work of the study sample 
 
Statement Frequency % 
Work at morning period 
Work at afternoon period 
Work at evening 
735 
600 
--- 
55.06 
44.94 
--- 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “6” shows that a ratio of 55.06% of the study sample perform works 
at morning period, then come those who perform works at afternoon period with a 
ratio of 44.94% of the study sample. It is significant that there is approach between 
work at morning period and work at afternoon period, and we find that work at 
evening period is absent completely from the study sample. 
Through quantitative data presentation, it became clear that ratio of work at morning 
period is very approached to work at afternoon period. This indicates that research 
sample works at morning period with its two halves away from work at evening 
period. This may influence positively on the female examinees understanding of 
political participation and the extent of their realization with political and social 
knowledge and information. And this indicates too that official work periods in Egypt 
are divided into morning period and afternoon period. 
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Secondly: Cognitive Aspect of Political Awareness: 
7- Do you know the legal age for obtaining Election Card? 
The following table shows the female examinees realization of legal age to obtain 
election card 
Table No. “7” shows the female examinees realization of legal age to obtain election 
card of the study sample 
Statement Frequency % 
Yes  
No  
982 
353 
73.55 
26.45 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “7” shows the study sample distribution regarding female examinees 
realization of legal age of obtaining election card where a ratio of 73.55% of the 
study sample know the legal age of obtaining election card, then follow those who do 
not know the legal age of obtaining election card with a ratio of 26.45% of the study 
sample. 
Through quantitative data presentation, it became clear that a great majority of the 
study sample know the legal age of obtaining election card, and this indicates the 
extent of female examinees realization of the importance of political participation and 
social service. 
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8- What is the legal age of extracting the election card? 
The following table shows the female examinees knowledge of the legal age to 
extract the election card as follows: 
Table No. “8” shows the female examinees knowledge of legal age to obtain election 
card of the study sample 
Statement Frequency % 
I know. 
I do not know. 
954 
381 
71.46 
28.54 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “8” shows the study sample distribution regarding the female 
examinees realization of legal age of extracting election card where it became clear 
that a ratio of 71.46% of the study sample know the legal age of extracting election 
card, and a ratio of 28.54% has no knowledge of legal age of extracting election card. 
Through quantitative data presentation, it became clear that a great majority of the 
study sample know the legal age of extracting election card which is a ratio of 
71.46% of the study sample which may have a positive effect on demographic 
process, political work and political participation of the research sample. 
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9- Do you know from where election card is issued? 
The following table shows the female examinees knowledge of the place of issuing 
election card. 
Table No. “9” shows the female examinees knowledge of the place of issuing 
election card of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Local council 
Health unit 
Police station 
Youth club 
400 
--- 
680 
255 
29.96 
--- 
50.94 
19.1 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “9” shows the study sample distribution regarding female examinees 
knowledge of the place of issuing election card where it became clear that a ratio of 
50.94% of the study sample believe in issuing election card from the Police Station, 
then at the second rate come those who think that election card is issued from Local 
Council with a ratio of 29.96%, then at the third rate come those who think that 
election card is issued from Youth Club with a ratio of 19.1%, while the latest rate is 
completely blank concerning Health Unit. 
Through quantitative data presentation, it became clear that a ratio of 50.94% of the 
study sample know the place of issuing election card which is Police Station. And 
this indicates that this ratio has election card, but the rest has no election card 
according to the researcher's point of view because there is a lack in the knowledge of 
the study sample of the place of issuing election card which is considered the base of 
practicing political work. 
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10- What are the Local Administration levels that you know? 
The following table shows the female examinees knowledge of Local Administration 
levels of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
I know. 
I do not know. 
381 
954 
28.54 
71.46 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “10” shows the study sample distribution regarding their knowledge 
of Local Administration levels in Egypt where it became clear that a ratio of 71.46% 
of the study sample has no knowledge of Local Administration levels which is a very 
big ratio, then follow those who know Local Administration levels in Egypt with a 
ratio of 28.54% of the study sample. 
Therefore, we find that a big ratio does not know Local Administration levels nor 
how to raise and take a decision relevant to their lives. This reflects on the 
participation sides and helps in spreading political illiteracy among this group. 
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11- Do you know the next election of Parliament? 
The following table shows the female examinees knowledge of next election date of 
parliament. 
Table No. “11” shows female examinees knowledge of next election date of 
parliament of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Yes  
No  
353 
982 
26.44 
73.56 
Total  1335 100 
The above table “11” shows the study sample distribution regarding their knowledge 
of next election date of parliament where it became clear that a ratio of 73.56% of the 
study sample has no knowledge of the date of parliament election, and it is a very big 
ratio, then follow those who know the next election date of parliament with a ratio of 
26.44% of the study sample. 
The quantitative data reflects some of political illiteracy aspects relevant to 
realization of election date and observation of election programs of candidates and 
supporting them or waiting for changing them in next years. 
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12- Do you know the number of Parliament members? 
The following table shows the female examinees knowledge of number of parliament 
members. 
Table No. “12” shows the female examinees knowledge of number of parliament 
members of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Yes  
No  
283 
1052 
21.2 
78.8 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “12” shows the study sample distribution regarding their knowledge 
of number of Parliament members where it became clear that a ratio of 78.8% of the 
study sample does not know the number of the Parliament members which is a great 
ratio, then follow those who know the number of the Parliament members with a ratio 
of 21.2% of the study sample. 
The quantitative data presentation shows that great majority of female examinees has 
no knowledge of the number of the parliament members, and this may affect 
negatively the political participation and social and political life of the research 
group. This reflects the less interest of female examinees with political side and its 
related affairs that indicate to aspects of their political participation and development. 
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13- Who has the right of appointing in Laws Consultancy Council and 
Parliament? 
The following table shows the knowledge of female examinees with who has the 
right of appointing in Parliament and Laws Consultancy Council. 
Table No. “13” shows the knowledge of female examinees with who has the right of 
appointing in Parliament and Laws Consultancy Council of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
I know. 
I do not know. 
1054 
281 
78.95 
21.05 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “13” shows the study sample distribution regarding knowledge of 
who has the right of appointing in Parliament and Laws Consultancy Council where it 
became clear that a ratio of 78.95% of the study sample know who has the right of 
appointing in Parliament and Laws Consultancy Council, then follow those who do 
not know who has the right of appointing in Parliament and Laws Consultancy 
Council with a ratio of 21.05% of the research sample. 
Quantitative ratios show that a big ratio of 21.05% of the female examinees has no 
knowledge of who has the right of appointing in Parliament and Laws Consultancy 
Council. This indicates to the need of this group to be developed politically and 
supported intellectually and cognitively.  
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14- What is the duration of the Parliament session? 
The following table shows the realization of female examinees of duration of 
Parliament session. 
Table No. “14” shows realization of female examinees of Parliament session of the 
study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
I know. 
I do not know. 
381 
954 
28.54 
71.46 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “14” shows the study sample distribution regarding female 
examinees realization of Parliament session where it became clear that a ratio of 
71.46% of the study sample does not know the Parliament session which is a great 
ratio which may have negative effect on the election process and lack of political 
awareness. Then, follow those who know the duration of the Parliament session with 
a ratio of 28.54% of the study sample. 
Through quantitative data presentation, it became clear that great majority of female 
examinees does not know the duration of parliament session with a ratio of 28.54% of 
the research sample. This may have negative effect on the political work and political 
participation of the female examinees. In addition, it may affect spreading culture of 
free work and acquiring them the required skills. 
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15- Do you know the date of Laws Consultancy Council election? 
The following table shows the female examinees realization of Laws Consultancy 
Council election date. 
The table No. “15” shows the female examinees realization of Laws Consultancy 
Council election date of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Yes  
No  
155 
1180 
11.61 
88.39 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “15” shows the study sample distribution regarding female 
examinees realization of the date of Laws Consultancy Council where it became clear 
that a ratio of 88.39% of the study sample does not know the Laws Consultancy 
Council election date which is a great ratio which may affect negatively the election 
process and lack of political awareness. Then, come those who know the date of 
Laws Consultancy Council election with a ratio of 11.61% of the study sample. 
Through quantitative data presentation, it became clear that the great majority of 
female examinees does not know the date of Laws Consultancy Council with a ratio 
of 88.38% of the research sample. This may affect negatively the political work and 
political participation of female examinees. 
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16- When will the half-reelection of Laws Consultancy Council? 
The following table shows the realization of female examinees of  half-reelection 
time of Laws Consultancy Council. 
Table No. “16” shows realization of female examinees of half-reelection time of 
Laws Consultancy Council of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
I know. 
I do not know. 
283 
1052 
21.20 
78.8 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “16” shows the study sample distribution regarding their realization 
of half-reelection time of Laws Consultancy Council where it became clear that a 
ratio of 78.8% of the study sample does not know the time of half-reelection of Laws 
Consultancy Council which is a very big significant ratio, then come those who know 
the time of half-reelection of Laws Consultancy Council with a ratio of 21.20% of the 
study sample. 
The quantitative data presentation shows that the great majority of female examinees 
does not know the time of half-reelection of Laws Consultancy Council which may 
have negative effect on political participation, social life and political culture of 
research group. 
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17-Do you know the number of Laws Consultancy Council members? 
The following table shows realization of female examinees of number of Laws 
Consultancy Council members. 
Table No. “17” shows realization of female examinees of number of Laws 
Consultancy Council members of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
I know. 
I do not know. 
40 
1295 
2.9 
97.1 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “17” shows the study sample distribution regarding female 
examinees realization of number of Laws Consultancy Council members where it 
became clear that a ratio of 97.1% of the study sample does not know the number of 
Laws Consultancy Council members which is a great ratio that may affect negatively 
on election process and lack of political awareness. Then, come those who know the 
number of Laws Consultancy Council members with a ratio of 2.9% of the study 
sample. 
This is maybe because of the nature of rural society, spreading of illiteracy, excluding 
of some groups of society or abstaining of some to know political affairs which do 
not affect their lives directly according to their point of view. 
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18- Who has the competence to invalidate Laws Consultancy Council and 
Parliament? 
The following table shows female examinees realization of who has the competence 
to invalidate Laws Consultancy Council and Parliament. 
Table No.”18” shows female examinees realization of who has the competence of 
validating Laws Consultancy Council and Parliament of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
I know. 
I do not know. 
1290 
45 
96.63 
3.37 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “18” shows distribution of the study sample regarding female 
examinees realization of who has the competence of invalidating Laws Consultancy 
Council and Parliament where it became clear that a ratio of 96.63% of the study 
sample knows who has the competence of invalidating Laws Consultancy Council 
and Parliament and this may have positive effect on political work and participation 
of female examinees, spreading political culture and developing democratic life. 
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19- What is the method of choosing the Republic President? 
The following table shows realization of female examinees of choosing the 
Republic's President. 
Table No. “19” shows female examinees realization of method of choosing the 
Republic's President of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Public Questionnaire 
Free election 
Appointing by Parliament 
155 
1090 
90 
11.61 
81.65 
6.74 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “19” shows the study sample distribution regarding female 
examinees realization of method of choosing the Republic's President where it 
became clear that a ratio of 81.65% of the study sample knows the method of 
choosing the Republic's President, and this a great ratio which may have positive 
effect on election process and political awareness development. Then, comes Public 
Questionnaire with a ratio of 11.61% of the study sample. At the latest rate, comes 
appointing by Parliament with a ratio of 6.74% of the study sample. 
Through quantitative data presentation, it became clear that the great majority of 
female examinees know method of choosing the Republic's President with a ratio of 
81.65% of the research sample. This may have positive effect on political work and 
participation of female examinees. In addition, this may help in spreading political 
culture and developing democratic life. 
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20- What is the system of Political practice in Egypt? 
The following table shows the female examinees realization of the system of Political 
practice in Egypt. 
Table No. “20” shows the female examinees realization of the system of Political 
practice in Egypt of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
One Party system. 
Multi-parties system. 
Tribunes system. 
570 
680 
85 
42.7 
50.94 
6.36 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “20” shows the study sample distribution regarding method of 
Political practice in Egypt where findings showed that Multi-parties system came at 
the first rate with a ratio of 50.94% of the study sample. Then came the One Party 
system with a ratio of 42.7% of the study sample. It is noted that the two ratios of 
Multi-parties system and One Party system are near. At the latest rate came the 
Tribunes system with a ratio of 6.36% of the study sample. 
This situation indicates that a great ratio of female examinees does not know the 
nature of the political practice through parties, and this is maybe because of the real 
absence of the parties from public life and their reversed role among citizens. 
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21- What is your concept about political party? 
The following table shows the female examinees realization of Political party. 
Table No. “21” shows the female examinees realization of political party of the study 
sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
A group of persons gathered by benefits. 
A group of persons gathered by Local 
Authority. 
A group of elected persons. 
680 
 
500 
155 
50.94 
 
37.45 
11.61 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “21” shows the study sample distribution regarding their concept of 
Political Party in Egypt where findings showed that a group of persons gathered by 
benefits concept comes at the first rate with a ratio of 50.94% of the study sample, 
then comes the concept of a group of persons gathered by Local Authority with a 
ratio of 37.45% of the study sample. Then, at the latest rate comes the concept of a 
group of elected persons with a ratio of 11.61% of the study sample. 
There are aspects of political illiteracy because of high ratio of cognitive illiteracy or 
other factors that may affect the female examinees realization of parties nature and 
how they are formed. 
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22- What is the legal number to form a political party in Egypt “number of 
persons”? 
The following table shows the female examinees realization of the legal number of 
persons to form a political party in Egypt. 
Table No. “22” shows the female examinees realization of the legal number of 
persons to form a political party in Egypt of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
I know. 
I do not know. 
283 
1052 
21.2 
78.8 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “22” shows the study sample distribution regarding their realization 
of the legal number of persons required to form a political party in Egypt where 
findings showed that a ratio of 78.8% of the study sample do not know the legal 
number of persons to form a political party. Then, came those who know the legal 
number with a ratio of 21.2% of the study sample. 
This indicates that there is a lack of realizing political parties and there are not any 
awareness programs held by those parties to inform female examinees with basics of 
political work and practice. 
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23- Mention a number not less than five of Political Parties in Egypt? 
The following table shows the female examinees realization of Political Parties in 
Egypt. 
Table No. “23” shows the female examinees realization of Political Parties in Egypt 
of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
I know. 
I do not know. 
982 
350 
73.63 
26.37 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “23” shows the study sample distribution regarding the female 
examinees realization of Political Parties names in Egypt where findings showed that 
a ratio of 73.63% of the study sample know the names of the Political Parties in 
Egypt, then come those who do not know the names of the political parties in Egypt 
with a ratio of 26.37% of the study sample. 
The quantitative presentation of data shows that a big ratio of 26.37% of the study 
sample do not know the names of the political parties, and this is maybe because of 
absence of these parties from existing among citizens. These parties may confined 
their activities to the propaganda or some activities that bring profit to them without 
considering the rural regions. 
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24- What is the duration of the Republic Presidency? 
The following table shows the female examinees realization of duration of the 
Republic Presidency. 
Table No. “24” shows the female examinees realization of duration of the Republic 
Presidency of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
I know. 
I do not know. 
570 
765 
42.7 
57.3 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “24” shows the study sample distribution regarding the female 
realization of duration of the Republic Presidency in Egypt where findings showed 
that a ratio of 57.3% of the study sample do not know the duration of the Republic 
Presidency, then come those who know with a ratio of 42.7% of the study sample. 
The quantitative presentation of data shows the approach of ratios between those who 
know the duration of the Republic Presidency and those who do not know. And this 
is a negative indicator of not clearness of political life for the study sample. 
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Thirdly: Practice in Political life: 
25- Are you a member at any of the Civil society Institutions? 
The following table shows the female examinees membership in the Civil society 
Institutions. 
Table No. “25” shows the female examinees membership at the Civil Society 
Institutions of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Yes  
No  
267 
1068 
20 
80 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “23” shows the study sample distribution regarding the female 
examinees membership at the Civil Society Institutions where it shows that a ratio of 
80% of the study sample are not members in any of the civil society institutions, 
which is a great ratio that may have negative effect on the election process and lack 
of political awareness. Then come those who are members at the civil society 
institutions with a ratio of 20% of the study sample. 
The quantitative presentation of data shows that a big ratio of the female examinees 
are not members at any of the civil society institutions which is a ratio of 80% of the 
research sample. This may have negative effect on the political work and 
participation of the female examinees. 
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26- If you are a member at any of the civil society institutions, what is the nature 
of this subscription? 
The following table shows the female examinees subscription nature at the civil 
society institutions. 
Table No. “26” shows the female examinees subscription nature at the civil society 
institutions of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Active member. 
Inactive member. 
133 
143 
49.9 
50.1 
Total  267 100 
 
The above table “26” shows the study sample distribution regarding the female 
examinees subscription nature at the Civil Society Institutions where it shows that a 
ratio of 50.1% of the study sample are inactive members, then come those who are 
active members with a ratio of 49.9% of the study sample. 
The quantitative presentation of data shows that there is approach between those who 
are active members and those who are inactive members of the study sample. 
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27- Do you have an election Card? 
The following table shows the female examinees holding of election cards. 
Table No. “27” shows the female examinees holding of election cards of the study 
sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Yes  
No  
353 
982 
26.46 
73.55 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “27” shows the study sample distribution regarding the female 
examinees holding of election cards where it shows that a ratio of 73.55% of the 
study sample have no election cards which may affect negatively on the election 
process and political awareness, then come those who have election cards with a ratio 
of 26.46% of the study sample. 
The quantitative presentation of data shows that a big ratio of  female examinees have 
no election card with a ratio of 73.55% of the research sample. And this may have 
negative effect on political work and participation of female examinees. 
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28- Did you participate in election before? 
The following table shows the female examinees participation in election. 
Table No. “28” shows the female examinees participation in election, of the study 
sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Yes  
No  
353 
982 
26.44 
73.56 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “28” shows the study sample distribution regarding female 
examinees participation in election where it shows that a ratio of 73.56% of female 
examinees did not participate in election, while those who participated achieved a 
little ratio of 26.44%. This indicates that there is a big ratio of the research society did 
not participate in the election process which may have negative effect on political and 
demographic life of the society. 
The quantitative presentation of data shows that a big ratio of  female examinees did 
not participate in the election except a little ratio who participated in the election 
process which may affect political and democratic life. 
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29- Are you a member at an organization? 
 
The following table shows the female examinees membership at organizations. 
Table No. “29” shows the female examinees membership at organizations of the 
study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Club  
Syndicate  
Non-governmental society 
Party  
Local Council 
………. 
155 
283 
693 
204 
………. 
11.61 
21.20 
51.91 
15.28 
Total  1335 100 
 
 
The above table “29” shows the study sample distribution regarding the female 
examinees membership at political or social organizations where it shows that a ratio 
of 51.91% are belonged to a political party, then come those who are belonged to a 
Non-governmental society with a ratio of 21.20%, while at the third rate come those 
who are belonged to Local Council with a ratio of 15.28%. At the latest rate come 
those who are belonged to a Syndicate with a ratio of 11.61% of the study sample. 
The quantitative presentation of data shows that a big ratio of  female examinees are 
belonged to a political party with a ratio of 52% of the research group which is a little 
ratio to achieve political development and improving public life with all its fields. 
Therefore, the effect will be bad because there is no awareness of the membership 
value in the political and social organizations. 
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30- On what base, do you vote in the Parliamentary election? 
The following table shows the female examinees standard of voting in the 
Parliamentary election.  
Table No. “30” shows the female examinees criterion of voting in the Parliamentary 
election of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Gender “Male/ Female” 
Achievements 
Capability and Experiences 
Good reputation 
Relation and neighborhood 
Election propaganda  
155 
500 
169 
381 
85 
45 
11.61 
37.45 
12.66 
28.55 
6.36 
3.37 
Total  1335 100 
The above table “30” shows the study sample distribution regarding the female 
examinees criterion of voting in the election where it shows that a ratio of 37.45% of 
female examinees vote according to achievements of the candidate, then come those 
who vote for good reputation with a ratio of 28.55%, after that those who vote for 
efficiency and experiences with a ratio of 12.66%. after all , come those who vote for 
gender “male/ female” with a ratio of 11.61%, and those who vote for relation and 
neighborhood with a ratio of 6.36%. At latest rate, voting for election propaganda 
with a ratio of 3.37% of the study sample. 
The quantitative presentation of data shows that a ratio of  37.45% of female 
examinees give their votes for achievements that are introduced to them which is a 
little ratio to achieve political development and improving public life at all fields. 
Therefore, the effect will be bad because of the lack of awareness, while the 
remaining ratios are scattered among gender, efficiency, good reputation, election 
propaganda, relation and neighborhood. 
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31- What is the election that you keep to participate in? 
The following table shows the election that female examinees keep to participate in. 
Table No. “31” shows the election that female examinees keep to participate in,  of 
the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Non-governmental organizations at local 
environment. 
Local Councils. 
Parliament  
Laws Consultancy Council. 
Clubs election 
Syndicates election 
……. 
 
169 
680 
381 
…… 
105 
……. 
 
12.64 
51 
28.50 
…… 
7.86 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “31” shows the study sample distribution regarding the election that 
female examinees keep to participate in where it shows that a ratio of 51% of female 
examinees participate in the Parliament election, then Laws Consultancy Council 
election with a ratio of 28.50%, after that the election of Local Councils with a ratio 
of 12.64%, followed by syndicates election with a ratio of 7.86% of the study sample. 
The quantitative presentation of data shows that a ratio of 51% of female examinees 
keep to participate in Parliament election which is a little ratio to achieve political 
development and develop public life in all its fields.
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Fourthly: Obstacles of Political development: 
32- Are there difficulties when practicing your political rights? 
The following table shows the difficulties that female examinees encounter when 
practicing their political rights. 
Table No. “32” shows the difficulties that female examinees encounter when 
practicing their political rights of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
I know procedures/ conditions of extracting election 
card. 
I have no time to waste. 
I do not consider the importance of election card. 
I am not convinced with election card. 
My husband do not want me to participate. 
Customs and traditions. 
19 
 
40 
210 
 
90 
283 
693 
1.42 
 
2.99 
15.75 
 
6.75 
21.19 
51.9 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “32” shows the study sample distribution regarding difficulties that 
female examinees encounter when practicing their political rights where it shows that 
a ratio of 51.9% of female examinees are prevented to from political participation by 
customs and traditions. Then come those who are prevented by their husbands with a 
ratio of 21.19%. After that come those who consider election card is not important 
with a ratio of 15.75%. While those who are not convinced with the utility of the 
election card come with a ratio of 6.75% of the study sample. Those who have no 
time to waste come represent a ratio of 2.99%, and at the latest rate come those who 
do not know procedures/ conditions of extracting election card. 
The quantitative presentation of data shows that a big ratio of  female examinees are 
hindered to practice their political rights by customs and traditions, and also those 
who are prevented by their husbands. 
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33- What are your justifications for not having a membership? 
The following table shows the female examinees justifications for not having a 
membership. 
Table No. “33” shows the female examinees justifications for not having a 
membership of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Customs and traditions. 
There is no time. 
I do not care. 
My husband prevents me. 
693 
87 
155 
400 
51.91 
6.53 
11.6 
29.96 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “33” shows the study sample distribution regarding the justifications 
of not having a membership where it shows that a ratio of 51.91% of female 
examinees are prevented from membership by customs and traditions, then those who 
are prevented by their husbands with a ratio of 29.96%, followed by those who does 
not consider the importance of membership with a ratio of 11.6%. At the latest rate 
come those who do not have time with a ratio of 6.75% of the study sample. 
The quantitative representation of data shows that the big ratio of female examinees 
are prevented by customs and traditions from practicing their political rights and then 
those who are prevented by their husbands to participate politically. 
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34- If you do not participate in the election, what are your justifications? 
The following table shows female examinees justifications for not participating in the 
election. 
Table No. “34” shows female examinees justifications for not participating in the 
election of the study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
The result is known in advance. 
I have no time to waste. 
Elections are not upright. 
Candidates are not changed. 
I do not care of elections. 
26 
500 
85 
381 
343 
1.95 
37.46 
6.36 
28.54 
25.69 
Total  1335 100 
The above table “34” shows the study sample distribution regarding female 
examinees justifications of not participating in elections where it shows that a ratio of 
37.46% of female examinees justify their not participation in election because of not 
having time to waste, then come those who say that candidates are not changed with a 
ratio of 28.54%, followed by those who do not care with election with a ratio of 
25.69%, and then those who consider elections are not upright with a ratio of 6.36%. 
At last, those who think that the result in know in advance with a ratio of 1.95% of 
the study sample. 
The quantitative presentation of data shows that the greatest ratio of female 
examinees justify their not participation in election because they have no time to 
waste in going to election committees, followed by those who think that candidates 
are not changed. 
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35- Do you find a difficulty to vote in election? 
The following table shows the difficulty of voting in election of female examinees of 
the study sample. 
Table No. “35” shows the difficulty of voting in election of female examinees of the 
study sample. 
Statement Frequency % 
Yes  
No  
835 
500 
62.55 
37.45 
Total  1335 100 
 
The above table “35” shows the distribution of the study sample regarding the 
difficulty of voting in election where it shows that a ratio of 62.55% of female 
examinees find difficulty to vote in election, then followed by those who do not find 
difficulty to vote in election with a ratio of 36.45% of the research group. 
Data analysis shows that female examinees find difficulty to vote in election, and this 
may have negative effect on political work and political participation of female 
examinees and on developing democratic life. 
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The Research Conclusions 
There is no doubt that we are in need of positive participation by woman in the 
political process to achieve society promotion and development in general. Election 
participation, through voting or nomination, is considered the most important 
participation means in the political life. Therefore, it is necessary to activate the 
woman's role in political life and change the stereotyped shape of woman. Through 
this framework, the study dealt with the following: 
1- Cognitive political awareness of working rural woman. 
2- Political life practice of working rural woman. 
3- Political development  suggestions of working rural woman. 
The analysis revealed  the following findings: 
1- Age of 50% of female examinees  does not exceed 20-30 yrs. 
2- More than 50% of female examinees are married while 44.11% are not 
married. 
3- Education level has a positive effect on the understanding of female examinees 
political participation and their realization of political information and 
knowledge. 
4- Female examinees realization of legal age to issue election card has a positive 
effect on their political work and participation. 
5- Female examinees realization of legal age to extract election card has a 
positive  effect on their political work and participation. 
6- 52% of female examinees know from where election card is issued while the 
remaining ratio do not know. 
7- Female examinees do not know levels of Local Administration in Egypt, and 
this has a negative effect on their political work and participation. 
8- Female examinees do not know next Parliament election date in Egypt, and 
this has a negative effect on their political work and participation. 
9- Female examinees do not know number of Parliament members, and this has a 
negative effect on their political work and participation. 
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10- Female examinees know who has the right of appointing in Parliament 
and Laws Consultancy Council, and this has  a positive effect on their political 
work and participation, spreading free work culture and their skills. 
11- Female  examinees  do not know the duration of the Parliament one 
session, and this has a negative effect on their political work and participation. 
12- Female examinees do not know Laws Consultancy Council election 
date, and this has a negative effect on their political work and participation. 
13- Female examinees do not know when is the half-reelection of Laws 
Consultancy Council , and this has a negative effect on their political work and 
participation. 
14- Female examinees do not know number of Laws Consultancy Council, 
and this had a negative effect on their political work and participation. 
15- Female examinees know who has the right of invalidating Laws 
Consultancy Council and Parliament, and this has a positive effect on their 
political work and participation and developing of the democratic life. 
16- Female examinees know method of electing the Republic's President 
which is free election. This  indicates that female examinees know the 
Egyptian Political System which has a positive effect on their political work 
and participation and democratic life development. 
17- Female examinees know the system of political practice in Egypt which 
is multi-parties system. This indicates to their realization of Egyptian Political 
System. And this has a positive effect on their political work and participation 
and democratic life development. 
18- Female examinees know the concept of Political Party but little 
realization, therefore, Parties Leaderships should expand the society 
knowledge to perform a positive effect on political work and participation of 
female examinees and democratic life development. 
19- Female examinees do not know the legal number of persons to form a 
political party in Egypt. This has a negative effect on their political work and 
participation and democratic life development. 
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20- Female examinees know political parties in Egypt. This has positive 
effect on their political work and participation and democratic life 
development. 
21- Female examinees do not know the duration of the Republic Presidency, 
and this has a negative effect on their political work and participation and 
democratic life development. 
22- Female examinees are not members at Civil Society Institutions. 
23- Female examinees are divided into two divisions, active member and 
inactive member. 
24- Female examinees are divided into those who have election card with a 
little ratio, and those who have not election card. And this will have negative 
effect on their political work and participation and democratic life. 
25- Female examinees did not participate in the election process but little of 
them. And this has negative  effect on political and democratic life. 
26- The great ratio of female examinees belong to a political party with a 
ratio of 52% of the research group which is a little ratio that will not be able to 
achieve political development and promotion of public life all fields. This has a 
negative effect because there is not awareness of the membership value in the 
political and social organizations. 
27- The majority of female examinees vote on the base of the achievements 
that are presented to them. 
28- A little ratio of female examinees keep to participate in Parliament 
election. 
29- The majority of female examinees are hindered by customs and 
traditions to practice their political rights. 
30- The great majority of female examinees justify their abstention to 
participate in election for not having time to waste in going to election 
committees. 
31- The great ratio of female examinees find difficulty to vote in election. 
This has a negative effect on their political work and participation and 
democratic life development. 
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32- 75% of female examinees have a work. 
33- 74% of female examinees have not election card. 
34- 38% of female examinees who do not have election card justify that 
because of their not consideration with extracting election card. 
35- 73% of female examinees did not participate before in public election. 
36- 27% of female examinees did not know form where election card is 
issued. 
37- 40% of female examinees did not know the legal age to have election 
card. 
38- 75% of female examinees are not members at Civil Society Institutions, 
and 80% of them justified that because of customs and traditions. 
39- 60% of female examinees do not know levels of Local Administration in 
Egypt. 
40- 70% of female examinees do not know the Parliament next election date. 
41- 80% of female examinees do not know the number of members of 
Parliament and Laws Consultancy Council. 
42- 30% of female examinees do not know the rights of appointment nor 
invalidation of parliament. 
43- 50% of female examinees do not know the duration of a Parliament 
Session. 
44- 60% of female examinees mentioned that the President choice is 
performed by free election, while 25% mentioned  that it is performed by 
referendum, but 15% mentioned that it is performed through appointing by  the 
parliament. 
45- 60% of female examinees mentioned that political practice system in 
Egypt is the Multi-parties system, while 40% of them mentioned that it the 
One-party system. 
46- 80% of female examinees do not know the concept of political party. 
47- 90% of female examinees do not know the legal number of persons to 
form a political party. 
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48- 60% of female examinees do not know the names of political parties in 
Egypt. 
49- 75% of female examinees do not know the duration of the Republic 
Presidency. 
50- 56% of female examinees who participated previously in the election 
consider that the male candidate's / female candidate's achievements are the 
main determiner to vote for them in the election. 
51- 91% of female examinees who have election card consider election of 
Parliament at first then the election of the Republic Presidency with a ratio of 
50%. 
The study recommendations: 
Political education is important for girl as a pattern of political work among women.  
Political education is  considered as the base that will help to attract women and push 
them towards the political work with a studied way. 
Political education means giving women political awareness, thought, background 
and method which help them to realize what occur around them and identify their 
attitudes. 
There are  many objectives that can be achieved through political  education, whether 
they are direct or long-term ones. Of these objectives are the following: 
1- To spread knowledge and culture among women and develop their social and 
economical information and to inform them with international and human 
problems such as poverty, starvation,  wars and environmental pollution. 
2- To attract woman towards  political work because of woman's importance for 
society. To achieve the required task from political education, it should 
consider youth needs, desires, prospects, ambitions and attitudes in society. 
3- To support citizenship of woman through spreading national spirit and 
affiliation to their country's issues and needs, in addition to support their 
attitude to defend their country against inner or outer danger”sectarian, 
religious or ethnic sedition” that may threat its independence and sovereignty. 
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4- To  raise woman's discipline commitment through acquainting her foundations 
and rules of law and system, to enable her to stand against trials of anarchy and 
violation of values and law. 
5- To  consolidate values of cooperation and tolerance  among individuals of 
society especially women which will lead to social coherence. In addition, 
feminine initiatives can be begun to introduce voluntary services that may 
contribute to society progress and decrease burdens of lower classes. 
6- To rationalize woman's opposition through consolidating values of supreme 
human values mentioned in International charters  especially the International 
Declaration of Human Rights and the two International Covenants of civil, 
political, cultural, social and economical rights. 
7- To develop woman's team spirit and acquainting women the value and results 
of team work. 
8- To support initiation spirit of women and release powers of creation and 
innovation through spiritual morale incentives and remunerations.  
9- To consolidate tolerance and brethren values, accepting other opposed ideas, 
different ideas and democracy in society where women are considered as a 
security valve in the society and political and official environment. 
10- To consolidate woman's role in Public and  Rural service in folk quarters 
through voluntary services. 
To execute recommendations: 
These recommendations can be executed through the following procedures: 
1- To hold forums to inform women with political development and participation.   
2- To hold forums and conferences to explain woman's role in society 
development. 
3- To hold forums and conferences to change customs and traditions that are 
unjust to woman's role. 
4- To develop woman through political development centers. 
5- To eradicate woman's political illiteracy through conferences and forums. 
6- Political education for woman since her youngness. 
7- To hold lectures to spread awareness of the importance of woman and policy. 
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8- To hold TV and Radio programs to explain woman's role in political 
development. 
9- To hold training courses for party leaders to acquaint them with the method of 
spreading their political party thoughts. 
10- The Political Parties existence in public life with a real manner for all. 
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Italy  
Pisa University 
Faculty of Political Sciences 
Dept. of Modern Social Sciences 
 
Prof. Dr./  
Many greetings, 
The researcher/ Mohammed Ahmed Anwar Mohammed El karmoti studies "  
Political  Awareness of Working Rural Woman from the perspective of the Social 
Work  in Egypt A tool has been designed for this purpose, "Assessment Form of 
Political Awareness of working rural woman." The researcher hopes to obtain your 
contribution concerning the following dimensions: 
1- sufficiency extent of the tool to the subject. 
2- Relation extent of questions to the study subject. 
3- Your suggestions concerning canceling or adding other questions. 
To be known, the researcher cycled dimensions and questions contained in the study 
subject to enable investigated persons to avoid being under effect of one dimension. 
And these dimensions are: 
1- Cognitive dimension of Political Awareness of working Rural woman. 
2- Practice dimension in political life of working rural woman. 
3- Political development obstacles for working rural woman. 
4- Political Development suggestions for working rural woman. 
The researcher hopes to obtain your suggestions concerning these points to add 
questions and opinions to these dimensions to be able to execute the study according 
to Scientific Method. 
The researcher shows great respect and appreciation to your Excellency and 
wishes you continuous promotion and success.   
 
The Researcher  
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Firstly: Primary Data 
1- Name “optional”: 
2- Residence: 
a. Main village          (          ) 
b. Subordinate village         (          ) 
3- Age: 
a. From 20 to under 30       (          ) 
b. From 30 to under 40       ( ) 
c. From 40 to under 50       ( ) 
d. From 50 to under 60       ( ) 
e. From 60 to above            ( ) 
4- Marital Status: 
a. Unmarried                      ( ) 
b. Married            ( ) 
c. Divorced            ( ) 
d. Widow            ( ) 
5- Education: 
a. Illiterate             ( ) 
b. Diploma               ( ) 
c. Higher Diploma           ( ) 
d. B.Sc. degree            ( ) 
e. Others to be mentioned………. 
6- What is the nature of your work? 
a. Daily wage work          ( ) 
b. Casual work          ( ) 
c. Regular work          ( ) 
d. Others to be mentioned…….. 
7- What type of work you perform? 
a. Manual craft                    ( ) 
b. Office work                     ( ) 
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c. Technical work ( ) 
d. Others to be mentioned…… 
8- What time do you work at? 
a. Morning period ( ) 
b. Afternoon period   (  )  
c. Evening period ( ) 
Secondly: Study Questions & Variables 
9- Are you a member at one of Civil Society Institutions? 
a. Yes ( ) 
b. No ( ) 
10- If you are a member at one of Civil Society Institutions, what is the 
nature of that subscription? 
a. Active member ( ) 
b. Inactive member ( ) 
c. Others to be mentioned……… 
11- Do you know the legal age of obtaining election Card? 
a. Yes ( ) 
b. No ( ) 
12- What is the legal age to have election Card? 
13- Do you know from where election voting card is issued? 
a. Local council ( ) 
b. Health Office ( ) 
c. Police station ( ) 
d. Youth club  ( ) 
e. Others to be mentioned……. 
14- Do you have election voting card? 
a. Yes ( ) 
b. No ( ) 
15- Did you participate in election voting before? 
a. Yes ( )  
b. No ( ) 
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16- Are there difficulties to practice your political rights? 
a. I do not know procedures/ conditions of obtaining Voting Card.( ) 
b. I have no time to waste.                                                         ( ) 
c. I think it is not important to have voting card.                             ( ) 
d. I am not convinced with voting card importance.                         (       ) 
e. My husband does not want me to participate in voting.                ( ) 
f. Customs and traditions.                                                            (    ) 
g. Others to be mentioned…………… 
17- Are you a member at one of the following organizations? 
a. Club                        ( ) 
b. Syndicate                         ( ) 
c. Nongovernmental society  ( ) 
d. Political Party            ( ) 
e. Local council            ( ) 
f. Others to be mentioned…………. 
18- What are your justifications for not being a member? 
a. Traditions and customs     ( ) 
b. There is no time   ( ) 
c. I do not care.   ( ) 
d. Marriage prevents me.               ( ) 
e. Others to be mentioned………… 
19- What are levels of local administration you know in Egypt? 
a. ……………… 
b. ……………… 
c. ……………… 
d. ……………… 
20- Do you know the date of Parliament next election? 
a. Yes ( identify the date) 
b. No ( ) 
21- Do you know the number of parliament members? 
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22- Who has the right of appointing in Parliament and Laws Consultancy 
Council? 
23- What is the duration of the parliament session? 
24- Do you know the date of Consultancy Council next election? 
a. Yes  ( ) 
b. No ( ) 
25- When is the time of half renewal of Consultancy Council? 
26- Do you know number of Consultancy Council members? 
27- Who owns the right of dissolving Parliament and Consultancy Council? 
28- What is the system of electing President of the Republic? 
a. Public questionnaire          ( ) 
b. Free election           ( ) 
c. Appointing by the Parliament ( ) 
d. Others to be mentioned………. 
29- What is the political practice system in Egypt? 
a. Mono-party system  ( ) 
b. Multi-parties system  ( ) 
c. Tribunes system   ( ) 
d. Others to be mentioned………..  
30- What is your concept of Political Party? 
a. A group of persons gathered by benefits.                ( ) 
b. A group of persons gathered by Local Authority.     (       ) 
c. A group of persons elected.                               ( ) 
d. Others to be mentioned………..                       
31- What is the legal number to form political party in Egypt “persons 
number”? 
32- Mention not less than five political parties in Egypt. 
a. …………………… 
b. ………………….. 
c. …………………… 
d. ………………….. 
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33- what is the duration of Presidency? 
34- On which base, do you elect “vote” in Parliamentary election? 
a. Gender “male – female”      ( ) 
b. Achievements    ( ) 
c. Proficiency and experiences.     ( ) 
d. Good reputation   ( ) 
e. Relation and neighborhood.       ( ) 
f. Election propaganda   ( ) 
g. Others to be mentioned………. 
35- Which election do you take care to participate in? 
a. Nongovernmental associations in local environment 
b. Local councils 
c. Parliament  
d. Consultancy Council 
e. Clubs election 
f. Syndicates election 
g. Others to be mentioned………… 
36- If you do not participate in election, what are your justifications? 
a. Because the results is known previously. ( ) 
b. I have no time to waste in going to election sessions.  
c. Elections are not truthful.          ( ) 
d. I do not care of elections.         (   ) 
e. Candidates are not changed “same name/ same persons/ same faces”  ( 
 ) 
f. Others to be mentioned…………. 
37- Do you find difficulty to vote in election? 
a. Yes  (  ) 
b. No   (    ) 
38- What are these difficulties? 
a. ………………. 
b. ………………. 
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c. ……………… 
39- From your point of view, what are the obstacles of supporting woman 
politically? 
a. ……………………… 
b. ………………………. 
c. ……………………… 
40- what are your suggestions to promote woman politically?  
a. ……………………………… 
b. ……………………………… 
c. …………………………….. 
d. ……………………………. 
e. …………………………… 
f. …………………………. 
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